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ABSTRACT
SINGLE MOLECULE STUDIES OF A SHORT RNA
SEPTEMBER 2014
PEKER MILAS, B.Sc., BOG˘AZI˙C¸I˙ UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., BOG˘AZI˙C¸I˙ UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Anthony D. Dinsmore
The material related with orientation of Cyanine dyes and their behavior at the
ends of duplex RNA is also documented in [110]. Cyanine dyes are widely used to
study the folding and structural transformations of nucleic acids using fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET). The extent to which FRET can be used to extract
inter- and intra-molecular distances has been the subject of considerable debate in
the literature; the contribution of dye and linker dynamics to the observed FRET
signal is particularly troublesome. We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
study the dynamics of the indocarbocyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5 attached variously
to the 3′ or 5′ terminal bases of a 16 base-pair RNA duplex. We then used Monte
Carlo modeling of dye photophysics to predict the results of single-molecule sensitive
FRET measurements of these same molecules. Our results show that the average
value of FRET depends on both the terminal base and on the linker position. In
particular, 3′ attached dyes typically explore a wide region of configuration space and
the relative orientation factor, κ2, has a distribution that approaches that of free-
vi
rotators. This is in contrast to 5′ attached dyes, which spend a significant fraction of
their time in one or more configurations that are effectively stacked on the ends of
the RNA duplex. The presence of distinct dye configurations for 5′ attached dyes is
consistent with observations made by others of multiple fluorescence lifetimes of Cy3
on nucleic acids. While FRET is frequently used as a molecular “ruler” to measure
intramolecular distances, the unambiguous measurement of distances typically relies
on the assumption that the rotational degrees of freedom of the dyes can be averaged
out, and that the donor lifetime in the absence of the acceptor is a constant. We
demonstrate that even for the relatively free 3′ attached dyes, the correlation time
of κ2 is still too long to justify the use of a free-rotation approximation. We further
explore the consequences of multiple donor lifetimes on the predicted value of FRET.
While providing detailed information about the individual members of a molecular
ensemble, FRET technique is always limited by fluorophore brightness and stability.
In the case of diffusing molecules, the experiment is further limited by the number
of photons that can be collected during the time it takes for a molecule to diffuse
across the detection volume. To maximize the number of photons it is common
to either increase the detection volume at the expense of increased background, or
increase the diffusion time by adding glycerol or sucrose to increase viscosity. As an
alternative to current methods, here we demonstrated that water in oil nano-emulsions
in perfluorinated compounds FC40 and FC77 can be used to confine biomolecules
which results a dramatic increase in signal to noise ratios.
To efficiently use these attoliter volume (130 nm radius) aqueous containers, their
characterization in terms of physical and chemical properties is necessary for both un-
derstanding the droplet environment and making better statements for single molecule
experiment results within them. Characterization in terms of size is not an easy task
because droplet system is a macroemulsion, so that droplets are kinetically stable.
Therefore in addition to conventional dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements,
vii
we proposed a new method to measure droplet sizes using Mie scattering . The
method was originally used in atmospheric physics and medical imaging and in our
knowledge it was the first time of its use on an emulsion system.
We also measured the average pH within droplets by this new method using an
absorptive dye (bromothymol blue). These measurements in combination with the
emission measurements using another pH sensitive dye (fluorescein) showed that the
droplet environment is acidic. Our initial attempts for changing the pH by adding
a strong base to bulk aqueous samples prior to emulsification were succesful but
the interpretation of result were not accurate because of working pH range of pH
indicators.
Single molecule experiments within attoliter aqueous droplets provided supporting
results for the low pH argument. We have seen that Cy3 only labelled duplex RNA
,in bulk experiments, was sensitive to ambient pH in the solution. This sensitivity
appeared as a shift in the mean value of proximity histograms. The mean value of
proximity ratio histograms at low pH (less than pH 7) was similar to the mean value
of proximity ratio histograms we observed in droplet data. In addition, using photon
counting histograms we identified a third brighter species in low pH solution data
and in droplet data. All these materials related with single molecule works within
droplets is also documented in [111].
In our knowledge, there is no analytical function given in the literature for the
autocorrelation function of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) data within
droplets. Thus, we put effort for simulating the FCS of droplets. Although, this ap-
proach didn’t provide us an analytical form, it was helpful for further understanding
the internal environment of droplets. As a result of simulations, we observed that dif-
fusion time within droplets long (on the order of a millisecond). In addition, we were
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CHAPTER 1
FRET OF A SHORT RNA: EFFECT OF ATTACHMENT
STRATEGY ON FREE ROTATION
The work in the current chapter is also documented in [110].
1.1 Background and Motivation
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer[49, 48] (FRET) is widely used in exploring
the global structure or structural transformations of nucleic acids [25, 98]. Combined
with single-molecule sensitive techniques, FRET provides a method for direct obser-
vation of the conformational changes of DNA and RNA [176, 65, 63, 184]. While
observation of gross changes in distance between the donor and acceptor dyes is
straightforward, the quantitative interpretation of FRET data to extract structure is
generally complicated by dye photophysics[23] and linker dynamics.[154] As a min-
imum, quantitative interpretation of FRET requires that the configuration and dy-
namics of the dyes be understood or modeled.
Indocarbocyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5 are commonly used to label nucleic acids for
FRET. The location and orientation of these dyes attached to DNA[120, 78, 159] and
DNA/RNA hybrids [79] have been the subject of some discussion recently, as has
the behavior of closely related sulfoindocarbocyanines.[169, 148] Tethered to the 5′
end of a double-stranded A- or B-form helix, indocarbocyanines with structures and
linkages as shown in Fig. 1.1 are known to spend a significant fraction of their time
“stacked” on the double-stranded (ds) nucleic acid.[120, 78, 159] Steric hindrance and
other intramolecular interactions are known to prevent the dyes from exploring all
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orientational configurations[79, 97, 124]. Dye and dye-linker dynamics, as well as dye
photophysics, can change significantly depending on the details of the local chemical
and physical environment including, for example, the neighboring base and position
of the dye linkage (3′ or 5′ termini here). Indeed, MD simulations have already
demonstrated differences in the free energy landscape of Cy3 terminally attached to
different bases [159].
To explore the effects of linkage position and terminal base on FRET for dye-
labeled RNA, we used a combined molecular dynamics (MD) - Monte Carlo (MC)
approach. Molecular dynamics simulations with explicit solvent were run for dye-
labeled dsRNA to extract the trajectory of the dyes with picosecond resolution over
hundreds of nanoseconds. These trajectories were then used as the basis of a Markov
chain Monte Carlo simulation of FRET that models the fluorescence from the donor
and acceptor dyes. Using the MC simulation, we bridge the gap in timescales be-
tween molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (< 1µs) and typical measurements of
FRET (time resolution > 100µs). To explore the effect of dye dynamics on FRET, we
first took the dyes to have single fluorescent lifetimes and therefore single quantum
yields;[157, 71] this assumption is commonly used in interpretation of FRET data.
These results are compared with the more realistic case where the donor dye is per-
mitted to have multiple quantum yields (and corresponding fluorescent lifetimes) that
depend on the configuration of the dye on the RNA. For Cy3 and Cy5 dyes terminally
attached to RNA as in Fig. 1.1, we find that FRET depends both on the dye linkage
position, i.e., 3′ or 5′ location, as well as the terminal base. For 5′attachment, the
dyes spend a significant fraction of their time in one or two states “stacked” on the
double-stranded helix. For 3′ attached dyes the situation is quite different; in most
cases, the dyes explore a wide range of orientations about their tether. In all cases,
FRET predicted from the Monte Carlo model is shifted significantly from what might
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Figure 1.1. Duplexes, dyes, and linkers used in this study. (a) The 5′F duplex. 5′R
is the same with dye positions swapped. (b) The 3′F duplex. 3′R is the same with
dye positions swapped. (c) Dye attachment to the 5′ terminus. R1 is the terminal C
or G and R2 is the phosphate of the next nucleoside. (d) Dye attachment to the 3′
terminus. R1 is the terminal C or G and R2 is the phosphate of the next nucleoside.
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For either base-stacked or freely rotating dyes, the usual discussion of dye rota-
tional freedom (or lack thereof) is obviated by the use of this MD/MC approach to
modeling, since the dye positions are explicitly accounted for in the calculation of
FRET. In the ideal dipole approximation, the efficiency of energy transfer from the















In this expression, n is the solvent’s refractive index, c is the speed of light, ηD is the
quantum yield of the donor dye in the absence of the acceptor, and κ is an orientation
factor defined below. The integral J =
∫
f(ω)σ(ω)ω−4dω describes the spectral over-
lap of the donor emission and acceptor absorption: f(ω) is the fluorescence spectrum
of the donor normalized such that its integral over all ω is one; σ(ω) is the molecular
cross section of the acceptor; and ω is the angular frequency (not the wavenumber).







which is the commonly used value of RF evaluated with 〈κ2〉 = 2/3 for freely-rotating
dyes.
To explore the effect of rotation alone, we initially held J and ηD constant, as
is frequently assumed in FRET. To probe the effect of changes in the dyes’ non-
radiative processes that might accompany, for example, stacking on RNA, we added
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to this model values of ηD that changed with the configuration of the dye on the RNA









Here τD is the excited state lifetime, kDr is the radiative decay rate of the excited
state, and kDnr represents all other non-radiative decay processes. The orientation
factor κ ranges from -2 to 2 and depends upon the relative orientations of the dye
transition dipoles, whose unit vectors are denoted µˆ1 and µˆ2:







Here Rˆ is the unit vector along ~R, the displacement from the donor dye to the
acceptor dye. Most often it is assumed that the dyes are freely rotating, so that the
orientational average κ2 = 2/3 can be used to estimate the rate of energy transfer.
However, apparent orientational freedom is not by itself sufficient to justify the use
of this average: correlations between R and κ2 and long correlation times in either
parameter (relative to τD, the lifetime of the donor) can modify FRET even when
the relative orientation of the dyes has a distribution very similar to that of freely
rotating dyes.[171, 58] These correlations are naturally included in the MD/MC model
presented here.
Fo¨rster transfer described by Eq. 1.1 results from an ideal dipole approximation
that is known to work well for cyanine dyes separated by at least 2 nm if they are
freely-rotating, and at least 5 nm if they are statically oriented.[115] In this study
all the dyes are moving to some extent, so the distance at which the ideal dipole
approximation begins to lose validity lies somewhere between 2 nm and 5 nm. Given
that dye separations are all roughly 5 nm in this work, the use of Eq. 1.1 is justified.
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1.2 Simulation Methods
1.2.1 MD simulations of dye-labeled RNA
Molecular dynamics simulations were run to extract R and κ2 trajectories needed
for modeling FRET. Simulations were performed with Amber 11 and AmberTools 1.4
[20] using the FF99SB force field.[73] Each of the four different structures described
in the caption of Fig. 1.1 were modeled.
The 16 base-pair RNA duplex was prepared using the Nucleic Acid Builder (NAB)
package from AmberTools 1.4. Indocarbocyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5, and the linkers
for the dyes, are not among the default residues of the Amber package[20]. Therefore,
we created models of the trans isomer for both dyes and their carbon linkers in
Protein Data Bank (PDB) format and calculated their minimum energy conformation
with Firefly 7.1.G [61]. This was performed using a 6-31G(d) basis set and density
functional theory with the B3LYP1 functional. Restrained Electrostatic Potential
(RESP) point charges were calculated[9, 24] for the Cornell et al. [27] force field
using RED Tools vIII.3 [38]. These were used to parameterize the point charges for
each atom in the new residues.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2. Typical snapshots of Cy3 attached to 5′ terminal G on the 5′F
duplex:[127] (a) primary “base stacked” configuration with r = 0.51 nm, θ = 49.27◦,
R = 4.94 nm and κ2 = 0.76; (b) unstacked configuration with r = 0.65 nm,
θ = 47.02◦, R = 4.71 nm and κ2 = 0.96; (c) wandering dye with r = 1.21 nm,
θ = −168.03◦, R = 5.49 nm and κ2 = 0.004. Here r is the distance between the
geometric centers of the terminal base-pair and the conjugated chain of the dye, θ
is the twist angle between the dye and the nearest base-pair, and R and κ2 are as
defined in Eqs. 1.1 and 1.5.
The RNA, linkers, and dyes were combined into a single PDB structure. The dyes
were initially oriented with the conjugated chain nearly parallel to the helical axis
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of the RNA, extending outward from the end of the RNA. Using XLEAP, 22 Na+
ions, corresponding to roughly 159 mM, were added to the system to neutralize the
phosphates. The system was solvated in a truncated octahedral box with a 2 nm
buffer of TIP3P water. Non-bonded interactions were calculated using Particle Mesh
Ewald molecular dynamics (PMEMD) for electrostatics and a 1 nm cutoff for Van
der Waals interactions. The Amber PMEMD.CUDA software was run on an nVidia
GTX 480 graphical processing unit (GPU), which generated at most 10 ns per day.
Each duplex described in Fig. 1.1 was equilibrated for 20 ns prior to beginning
production MD; a comparison of short- and long-term fluctuations in energy was used
as an equilibration criterion, as described by Van Beek et al.[171] Following equilibra-
tion, production runs of 300 ns were done under conditions of constant pressure and
temperature using a Langevin thermostat. Snapshots were saved every 1 ps. Typical
configurations of Cy3 on 5′ terminal G from the 5′F duplex simulation are shown in
Fig. 1.2. More configurations are presented in Movies 1-3 of the Supplement.
1.2.2 Monte Carlo modeling of FRET
To predict and model FRET, we used a Markov chain Monte Carlo model of a
pair of interacting two-level dyes that utilized the MD trajectories for instantaneous
values of the interdye distance R and the relative orientation represented by κ2. The
fluorescent and Fo¨rster processes accounted for in the Markov chain are shown in
Fig. 1.3. The rate of donor excitation used here, kexc = 10
5 s−1, is within the range of
experimentally accessible values, determined by the laser intensity and the absorption
cross section of the donor. The rate of excited state decay of the acceptor is given by
kA = kAr+kAnr = 1/τA where kAr and kAnr are the radiative and non-radiative decay
rates of the acceptor, respectively. In the absence of the acceptor, kD is known to be
multi-valued for Cy3 terminally attached to nucleic acids, an effect which is attributed
to a non-radiative decay rate kDnr, or to a donor quantum-yield ηD, that depends
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on the dye’s interaction with RNA.[70, 69] Triplet, isomerization, and charge transfer
processes occur on timescales significantly longer than the total MC simulation time
and so could not be accounted for here; in many cases it is possible to avoid the effect
of these processes in experiments. We took J and the solvent refractive index n to























Figure 1.3. Markov chain diagram for the photophysical processes modeled here.
Donor and acceptor relaxation can be radiative or non-radiative (not shown).
Simulations begin at t = 0 with the molecular configuration in the first frame of
the MD trajectory and the dyes both in the ground state (|DA〉). The MC model
then steps sequentially through the MD trajectory in increments of ∆t = 1 ps. Sub-
increments of ∆t = 100 fs were also used to check for numerical accuracy; no signifi-
cant differences were found.
The wait time, τ , for transitions from ground into the donor-excited state (|D∗A〉)
is exponentially distributed assuming an excitation rate kexc. From |D∗A〉 the system
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has a probability, at each timestep, of either undergoing energy transfer (with rate
kFRET ), decaying radiatively (with rate kDr), or decaying non-radiatively (with rate
kDnr). If the system undergoes FRET, it ends up in |DA∗〉 from which state it can
undergo radiative or non-radiative decay of the acceptor back to the ground state. The
output of the MC simulation were photon emission times recorded on the radiative
|D∗A〉 → |DA〉 and |DA∗〉 → |DA〉 transitions.
To determine when the system leaves an excited state, a Bernoulli variate (“true”
or “false,” for example) is drawn at each timestep with weight p = ∆t
∑
i ki, where
the sum is carried out over potential destination states. If “true” is drawn, the system
leaves the excited state and a destination state i will be drawn where pi = ki/
∑
j kj.
When the end of the MD trajectory is reached, the simulation returns to the
beginning of the trajectory. This periodic extension of the MD simulation results
in an unphysical sampling in those cases where the system is excited upon reaching
the end of the trajectory. However, with τD = 1 ns,[70, 79, 34, 124] and 300 ns
trajectories, this occurs no more than once for every 100,000 photons. Note that
concurrent excitation of the dyes is unlikely in the weak excitation limit typical in
most experiments, so this process is omitted from the model.
Throughout this work, the quantum yield of the acceptor is taken to be the same
as the average quantum yield of the donor. This makes sense because the quantum
yield of the acceptor does not modify Fo¨rster energy transfer, but it does appear in the
experimentally relevant fluorescence detection-correction factor γ = (χAηA)/(χDηD),
where χA (χD) is the acceptor (donor) channel collection efficiency and ηA (ηD) is the
acceptor (donor) quantum yield.[64] By equating the donor and acceptor quantum
yields and omitting collection efficiency from the model we effectively set γ = 1, which
makes the MC result for 〈E〉 directly comparable with γ-corrected FRET data.
For modeling FRET with a single-valued donor fluorescent lifetime, we takeR0 =5.8 nm.
This value is within the range of 5.6 nm to 6.5 nm that has been reported in the litera-
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ture for this dye pair.[181, 117, 135, 120] When multiple donor lifetimes are modeled,
the value of R0 changes as ηD changes during a trajectory. In this case, we take
R0 =5.8 nm at the population weighted average value of ηD.
1.3 Experimental materials and methods
Labeled RNA was purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). Sam-
ples were prepared at a final concentration of 100 pM in HEPES-NaOH at pH 7.8
with 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl2. Also included were 15 nM protocatechuate-
3,4-dioxygenase (PCD) and 5 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA) as an enzymatic oxy-
gen quenching system.[1] Single-molecule sensitive FRET measurements were accom-
plished using a confocal microscope with 514 nm excitation from an argon-krypton
laser at 50 µW. Donor and acceptor channel photons were detected using homemade
photon timing and laser control circuitry based on an FPGA[53] and two avalanche
photodiodes (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQRH-15). All FRET data are fully corrected for
background, crosstalk, and the detection collection factor γ. Further details regarding
sample preparation, data acquistion and data analysis are in the Supplement.
1.4 Results and Discussion
1.4.1 MD simulations
Trajectories from the MD simulation of the 5′F duplex are shown in Fig. 1.4; tra-
jectories for the 5′R, 3′F, and 3′R duplexes are found in the Supplemental Materials,
Figs. 1-3. The distance between the geometric centers of the dye molecules, R, is
shown in Fig. 1.4(a). The orientation factor κ2, shown in Fig. 1.4(b), is calculated by
approximating the transition dipoles to be parallel to the conjugated bond structure
between the two indole-like moieties. The instantaneous value of energy transfer effi-
ciency, shown in Fig. 1.4(c), is calculated from R and κ2 using Eqs. 1.1, 1.3 and 1.2.
To the right of each trajectory in Fig. 1.4 is a histogram of the plotted values.
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Immediately evident from these trajectories is that there are changes in R and
κ2 at timescales both faster and slower than the average fluorescence lifetime of the
donor, τD ≈ 1 ns.[70, 79, 34, 124] In some cases, structures fluctuating about a
particular R or κ2 persist for tens of nanoseconds; much shorter fluctuations are also
evident. The existence of correlations at many timescales makes it difficult to extract
a correlation time from a finite MD trajectory; autocorrelation decays for R and κ2
can be found in the Supplementary Information. Cross correlations between R and
κ2 are also evident in some cases. For the 5′F duplex whose trajectory is shown in
Fig. 1.4, R and κ2 have a modest anticorrelation (Pearson’s correlation coefficient) of
−0.173 while these two parameters appear uncorrelated for the reverse 5′ configuration
(Pearson coefficient of −0.008, Supplement Fig. 1). For the 3′F and 3′R duplexes, the
Pearson coefficients are 0.037 and −0.133, respectively (Supplement Figs. 2, 3). It is
worth noting that the correlation of R and κ2 for the 5′F and 3′R duplexes appears to
be due to the relatively static position of Cy5 on cytosine, whether 3′ or 5′ attached
(discussed below, Fig. 1.5(a) and 1.6(a)). In these cases, changes in R and κ2 are due
primarily to excursions of Cy3, which accounts for the correlation between them.
While there are significant structural fluctuations that can be seen in the R and
κ2 trajectories of Fig. 1.4, the 5′ attached dyes spend a significant fraction of their
time effectively stacked on or near the end of the RNA at a distance roughly twice
the axial rise between base pairs. A two-dimensional histogram of dye configurations
on the 5′ terminal base is shown in Fig. 1.5. The angle θ in Fig. 1.5 and 1.6 is
given by arccos(~Zd · ~Zb), where ~Zd is the direction along the conjugated carbon chain
in the dye, pointing toward the free end of the dye. ~Zb points along the adjacent
base-pair axis, from the dye-attached nucleotide to the opposite nucleotide. It is
defined by connecting the two C1′ atoms of the purine and complementary pyrimidine
nucleotides. For dyes stacked on the end of the RNA, θ is therefore a twist angle.

























Figure 1.4. Trajectories and histograms for 5′F duplex. (a) The distance R between
the geometric centers of the two dyes; a histogram of R values is on the right. (b) The
orientation factor κ2; a histogram of κ2 values is on the right. (c) Instantaneous values
of E; a histogram of E values is on the right. Here 〈R〉 = 5.01 nm, 〈κ2〉 = 0.57, and
〈E〉 = 0.580. The Pearson coefficient between κ2 and R is −0.173. To avoid plotting
300,000 points, each figure is a two-dimensional histogram 500 bins wide and 300 tall
using grayscale where white corresponds to 0 occurrences and black corresponds to
(a)≥ 50 occurrences; (b)≥ 100 occurrences; (c), black ≥ 30 occurrences. In all cases
≤ 0.1% of the non-zero pixels are saturated.
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and the base-pair. These definitions of the twist angle θ and distance r are similar to
those in use elsewhere.[123]
The effect of stacking is particularly obvious for Cy5 attached to 5′ terminal C,
Fig. 1.5(a), which spends the majority of its time with an average angular twist from
the last base pair that is very close to the 30◦ helical twist of A-RNA (gray line in
the figure). When attached to a 5′ terminal G, Fig. 1.5(b), the situation changes;
there are now two locations that might be considered “stacked”, one of which has
θ very near zero degrees. Note that the peak near zero splits to avoid overlap of
dye and base pi-orbitals that occurs at 0◦. Cy3 on 5′ terminal G, Fig. 1.5(d), also
shows both peaks, although they show a larger distribution in both r and θ. For
Cy3 on 5′ terminal C Fig. 1.5(c), a population is shifted to the zero degree peak,
with a narrower distribution in r. Cy5 has only very rare excursions to large angles,
while Cy3 exhibits occasional excursions to much higher angles and a wider range of
distances. The boxed region in Fig. 1.5(c) represents 89% of the population. This is
consistent with the work of Iqbal et al.[78], who found that FRET on a DNA/RNA
hybrid is commensurate with dyes that spend 12% of their time freely rotating, and is
otherwise found confined to a configuration that has lateral rotations within a 42◦ half-
width half-maximum distribution. Our simulations suggest that Cy3 is responsible
for most of the free rotation, and that the stacked configuration consists of several
distinct states.
Although the stacked configurations near θ = 30◦ are still in evidence, comparison
of Fig. 1.6 and 1.5 shows that cyanine dyes have substantially more configurational
freedom when connected to the 3′ terminus. From Fig. 1.6(b), it is evident that
Cy5 on 3′ terminal G explores a wide range of configurations in the course of the
simulation. Cy3 shows a similarly large range of configurations on both 3′ terminal C
(Fig. 1.6(c)) and 3′ terminal G (Fig. 1.6(d)). In all cases, the 3′ attachment appears






































Figure 1.5. Two-dimensional histogram of distance r and angle θ for 5′ attached
dyes. r and θ are defined in the text and describe the distance between and relative
orientation of the dye and nearest base pair. (a) Cy5 on 5′ terminal C; (b) Cy5 on 5′
terminal G; (c) Cy3 on 5′ terminal C; (d) Cy3 on 5′ terminal G. (a) and (d) are taken
from the 5′F duplex simulation. (b) and (c) are from the 5′R duplex simulation. The
vertical line at 30◦ corresponds to the helical twist of A-RNA. The boxed region in
(c) runs from −70◦ to 70◦ and 0.40 nm to 0.80 nm; it contains 89% of the population.
Note that to bring out sparse populations, the color scale is proportional to the





































Figure 1.6. Two-dimensional histogram of distance r and angle θ for 3′ attached
dyes. r and θ are defined in the text and describe the distance between and relative
orientation of the dye and nearest base pair. (a) Cy5 on 3′ terminal C; (b) Cy5 on 3′
terminal G; (c) Cy3 on 3′ terminal C; (d) Cy3 on 3′ terminal G. (a) and (d) are taken
from the 3′R duplex simulation. (b) and (c) are from the 3′F duplex simulation. The
vertical line at 30◦ corresponds to the helical twist of A-RNA. Note that to bring
out sparse populations, the color scale is proportional to the population raised to the
power 0.6.
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most of the 5′ attached dye structures. If so, then the loss of the peaks near θ = 0◦
may account for some of the additional rotational freedom of 3′ attached dyes. Of
the 3′ configurations studied here, only Cy5 attached to a 3′ terminal C, Fig. 1.6(a),











































Figure 1.7. (a) Distribution of κ2 for 5′F and 5′R duplexes for 0 < κ2 < 2. (b)
Distribution of κ2 for 3′F and 3′R duplexes. In both cases, the distribution of κ2 for
freely-rotating dyes is shown for comparison.
The greater rotational freedom of these 3′ attached dyes is reflected in their κ2
distributions, which are shown in Fig. 1.7. With dyes attached to the 5′ end of the
RNA, Fig. 1.7(a) shows significant deviations from the freely rotating distribution
for all values of κ2. The κ2 distributions for the 3′ attached dyes are much more
similar to the freely rotating distribution, differing only in the peak region around
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κ2 = 1, and in the tail at high κ2. Despite the differences in the distributions, the
average κ2 values are similar for 3′ and 5′ attachment with 〈κ2〉 = 0.57 and 0.36 for
the 5′F and 5′R duplexes respectively, and 〈κ2〉 = 0.53 and 0.43 for the 3′F and 3′R
duplexes. All four systems yield 〈κ2〉 values that are below the freely rotating value
of 2/3. This is at least partly due to the fact that high values of κ2 correspond to
the case where the conjugated chain of the dyes would need to be aligned along the
helical axis: most of these configurations are sterically forbidden. This accounts for
both the slightly low value of 〈κ2〉 and the smaller populations (compared with the
free-rotation distribution) at κ2 > 1.5.
1.4.2 Monte Carlo model and consequences for FRET
Because the MD simulations discussed above show fluctuations in R and κ2 occur-
ring at timescales that are both faster and slower than τD (Fig. 1.4 and Supplement
Figures 1-3,8 and 9), and because there are correlations between R and κ2 in the 5′F
and 3′R duplexes, there is no simple approximation of FRET that can be used here.
Instead, we used the Monte Carlo model discussed above to predict FRET histograms
in the four systems of Fig. 1.1.
1.4.2.1 Consequences of rotation
To investigate the effects of rotational motion separate from changes in lifetime
and quantum yield, we first made a simplifying approximation in which the non-
radiative processes are assumed to be independent of dye configuration, so that kD
is single-valued and constant throughout the simulation. For this study we used a
radiative lifetime for Cy3 of τDr = 2.0 ns as determined by Sanborn et al.[148] We
further set ηD = 0.5, so that the τD = 1 ns, which is an intermediate value for Cy3
on nucleic acids.[70, 79, 34, 124]. Below we consider other values of ηD. To facilitate
comparison with γ-corrected data, the quantum-yield of the acceptor was set equal
to that of the donor as discussed in the Methods section on Monte Carlo modeling of
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FRET. The lifetime of the acceptor is irrelevant to the outcome of the model so for
convenience we set τA = 1 ns.
As described in the Methods section, the output of the MC simulation were donor
and acceptor photon arrival times. For purposes of constructing a FRET histogram,
photons generated by the simulation were binned into arrival time intervals (bins) with
time width ∆t chosen such that the mean number of photons per bin 〈NA+ND〉 = 100.
Here NA (ND) refers to the number of acceptor (donor) photons in a particular
bin, and 〈NA + ND〉 = 100 is typical for an experimental single molecule trajectory.
From the binned list of photon counts we computed a corresponding list of ratios,
E = NA
NA+ND
. This FRET trajectory was then used to construct the histogram shown
in Fig. 1.8(b) and 1.8(d) for 5′ and 3′ attached dyes, respectively. For comparison,
histograms of the instantaneous value of E from the corresponding MD trajectory
are shown in Fig. 1.8(a) and 1.8(c). The MC simulations were run until a total of
approximately 106 photons were generated, giving a run-to-run standard deviation in









































Figure 1.8. (a) histogram of instantaneous E from the MD trajectory of the 5′F
(black) and 5′R (gray) duplexes; 〈Einst〉 = 0.580 and 0.447, respectively. (b) MC
predicted distribution of E for the 5′F and 5′R duplexes; 〈E〉 = 0.638 and 0.509,
respectively. (c) histogram of instantaneous E from the MD trajectory of the 3′F and
3′R duplexes; 〈Einst〉 = 0.402 and 0.392, respectively. (d) MC predicted distribution
of E for the 3′F and 3′R duplexes; 〈E〉 = 0.452 and 0.445, respectively.
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The donor quantum yield for Cy3 on DNA has been measured between 0.16 and
0.39,[148, 69, 104, 79] Since quantum yields are difficult to determine with accuracy,
we take a modeling approach and consider the change in 〈E〉 with values of of ηD
that are both higher and lower than those found in the literature. The results for
ηD = 0.5 are reported above in Fig. 1.8. For η = 0.1, the values are shifted by only
-3.4% to -4.8% and the results are given in Table 1. Note that for all entries in Table
1, τDr = 2.0 ns and R0 = 5.8 nm. Changes in ηD are assumed to come from changes
in kDnr.
In the case that the fluctuations in R and κ2 are separately either faster or slower
than the donor lifetime, analytical expressions derived by Gopich and Szabo[56, 57]
can be used to estimate 〈E〉. Comparison of the MC predicted values for 〈E〉 with
those of the analytic expressions gives insight into the effect of the observed cor-
relations in R and κ on FRET; the various results are given in Table 1. These
approximations require as input the distributions for R and/or κ2; we obtain these
distributions from our MD simulation. As should be expected, the limit of slow rota-
tion and slow distance fluctuation (“slow-slow” in Table 1) reproduces the average of
instantaneous FRET from the MD simulation alone (given in the captions of Fig. 1.4
and Supplement Figs. 1-3). It is also interesting to note that substitution of R = 〈R〉
and κ2 = 〈κ2〉 into Eqs. 1.1 and 1.3, gives a result within 0.01 of the “fast-slow”
approximation, a result which occurs in this approximation when the distance fluctu-
ations are small on the scale of R0. From Table 1 it is evident that the results for 〈E〉
from the MC model fall in a gap between approximations that assume fast and slow
orientational motion. Note that the assumption of slow or fast changes in distance are
relatively unimportant, especially for the 5′F and 5′R systems, which should not be
surprising given the relatively small fluctuations in R for those molecules. Still, the
assumption of fast fluctuations in R always gives higher FRET than the assumption
of slow fluctuations, as has been discussed elsewhere.[151] It is also clear that the 3′R
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duplexes give results for 〈E〉 that are very close to the slow-rotation limit, despite
their relative rotational freedom.
FRET Efficiency
orientation-distance Monte Carlo
duplex 〈R〉 (nm) 〈κ2〉 fast-fast fast-slow slow-fast slow-slow η = 0.5 η = 0.1
5’F 5.01 0.57 0.69 0.67 0.59 0.58 0.64 0.62
5’R 5.08 0.36 0.56 0.55 0.46 0.45 0.51 0.49
3’F 5.50 0.53 0.56 0.53 0.42 0.40 0.45 0.43
3’R 5.34 0.43 0.56 0.52 0.42 0.39 0.44 0.42
Table 1.1. Mean values of R and κ2 from the MD simulations, along with 〈E〉
predicted using both analytic approximations[56, 57] and the MC model presented
here. For all approximations and simulations, γ = 1 and R0 = 5.8 nm.
While there is no simple analytic expression for estimating FRET when fluctua-
tions occur on timescales both shorter and longer than τD, it is possible to approx-
imate 〈E〉 using integrals over short sections of the MD trajectory,[56] as described
in the supplement of Ref. [11]. We compared the results of the MC model to this
integration, sampling 50,000 starting points and taking the integration out to 15 ns.
We found no significant differences between the two methods: agreement in 〈E〉 was
better than 0.001 in all cases and the difference could be attributed to sampling error.
1.4.2.2 Consequences of multiple fluorescence lifetimes
It is quite natural to include in these simulations changes in the quantum yield of
the donor, ηD, that may be associated with changes in the configuration of the dye.
Multiple fluorescent lifetimes are consistently found for Cy3 on DNA[78, 124]. These
include a fast component, near 0.3 ns, that is close to that of Cy3 in solution and
that is identified with dyes that are free to undergo excited state isomerizations [6].
Excited state isomerization introduces a non-radiative decay pathway that increases
kDnr thereby lowering the fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield [6]. Longer lifetimes
are associated with Cy3 that is more tightly confined, for example by interactions with
the DNA, which reduces the isomerization rate.
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Of the many measurements of Cy3 lifetime on nucleic acids, [70, 79, 34, 124] the
most relevant here was for Cy3 attached to a 5′ terminal cytosine on an RNA/DNA
duplex[79] which were consistent with three component fluorescence decays with
τD1 = 1.77 ns, τD2 = 0.96 ns and τD3 = 0.31 ns.[79] Most of the steady-state flu-
orescence signal was associated with τD1 and τD2 and only 5% of the intensity was
attributed to τD3.[79] In the absence of lifetime measurements for Cy3 on the RNA
modeled here, we use these values for τD1,τD2, and τD3 to explore the consequences
of multiple lifetimes on FRET in the 5′R duplex, which also contains a Cy3 attached
to a terminal cytosine.
While many different degrees of freedom might be used to assign configurational
states associated with these three lifetimes, we started here with the simplest parame-
ter that we could identify, namely the distance between the dye and the terminal base
pair as defined previously for Fig. 1.5 and 1.6. For the 5′R duplex, the histograms
of dye-to-base distance, shown in Fig. 1.9, are reasonably fit by a Gaussian mixture
model[126] with three Gaussians, which we associate with three different configura-
tional states of the dye, labeled I, II, and III. A maximum likelihood inference was
used to assign the states shown in Fig. 1.9. Since the fluorescence lifetime of cyanine
dyes increases with the decrease in isomerization that occurs in more rigid or confining
environments,[148, 26, 18] we associate the narrowest distribution (I), which is closest
to base-stacked, with the longest lifetime. The broadest distribution (III), which also
has the largest average distance between the dye and base pair, is associated with the
shortest lifetime. Consistent with the results of Iqbal et al.[79], the latter population
is also by far the smallest. Complete Gaussian mixture fit results are given in the
caption of Fig. 1.9.
To include multiple lifetimes in the MC model, each step in the MD simulation
was assigned one of the states I, II, or III as described above. For state I, kD1 = 1/τD1;
for state II, kD2 = 1/τD2; and for state III, kD3 = 1/τD3. Again assuming that the
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Cy3-base distance ( )
Figure 1.9. Histogram of the distance between Cy3 and the 5′ terminal base pair for
the 5′R duplex. The parameters resulting from this fit are: stacked state I (dashed
dark gray curve) mean 〈r〉 = 5.49 nm, standard deviation σ = √〈(r − 〈r〉)2〉 = 0.12
nm, weight w = 0.39; stacked state II (dashed light gray curve) 〈r〉 = 5.75 nm,
σ = 0.51 nm, w = 0.50; unstacked state (dashed black curve) 〈r〉 = 9.79 nm, σ = 4.87
nm, w = 0.11.
underlying radiative rate is given by τDr = 2.0 ns,[148] the quantum yields were
calculated using Eq. 1.4 to be ηD1 = 0.89, ηD2 = 0.48, and ηD3 = 0.16. Using these
quantum yields, R0 was also assigned appropriately for each state, subject to the
constraint that R0 = 5.8 nm at the mean quantum yield of 〈ηD〉 = 0.68. That this
value of 〈ηD〉 is higher than might be expected[148, 69, 104, 79] underscores the need
for better determinations of quantum yield and radiative lifetime in future work, but
it does not prevent us from exploring the general consequences of multiple lifetimes
on FRET histograms.
With a value of 〈ηD〉=0.68, and using multiple lifetimes as discussed above, we find
〈E〉 = 0.5095 from the MC model of the 5’R duplex. If we instead use the same value
of ηD but assume only a single fluorescent lifetime given by τD = ηD/kDr = 1.36 ns,
we find 〈E〉 = 0.5139. Unlike the effect of including rotational dynamics, which give
a substantial shift in 〈E〉, the inclusion of three separate lifetimes makes only a small
change (-0.0044) in the calculated value of FRET. In addition, because the changes in
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dye configuration seen in the MD simulation are faster than the interphoton time, we
would not expect to see any broadening due to the inclusion of multiple lifetimes. In
all cases the resulting distributions are homogeneous with widths that are shot-noise
limited.[55]
1.4.3 Comparison with data
Single-molecule sensitive solution FRET data for the 5′R duplex, corrected for
background, crosstalk, and γ are shown in solid gray in Fig. 1.10. Data are acquired
on molecules freely-diffusing in solution at a concentration of 100 pM. The details of
data analysis are discussed in the Supplemental materials. To construct the FRET
histogram, photon arrival times in each of two channels (donor and acceptor) were
histogrammed into 5 ms bins, with bursts of photons indicating the presence of a
labeled RNA molecule in the detection volume. Bins with more than 20 photons
(sum of both channels) were used in calculations of FRET. This threshold resulted
in an average of 32 photons per bin. The FRET efficiency distribution was fit to a
mixture of two beta distributions. The component corresponding to the FRET peak
is shown in Fig. 1.10 as a continuous solid black line. The lower peak corresponds
to donor-only molecules and it not of interest here. From the FRET data we find
〈E〉 = 0.540 ± 0.003 from 1713 above-threshold bins, which is a bit higher than the
prediction using ηD = 0.68 and R0 = 5.8 nm, above. Data taken on the 5
′F duplex
was very similar, with only a small positive shift in FRET: 〈E〉 = 0.576± 0.008 from
335 above-threshold bins. The uncertainty in both cases is the standard error on the
mean of the distribution; it does not include the larger contribution arising from the
uncertainty in γ.
From this work it is clear that measurements of the τD’s and τDr or 〈ηD〉, specific
to each molecule, are critical to the success of these models. For example, for the
5′R duplex, bringing the model into agreement with the data requires modifying ηD
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Figure 1.10. A comparison of data and model. The model used here includes the
effect of multiple lifetimes associated with different configurational states of the dye,
although the result is nearly indistinguishable from that of a single-lifetime model at
the same 〈ηD〉 = 0.68. FRET histogram from data is shown filled with gray. The
smooth solid black line is a best-fit to the data of a beta function, giving 〈E〉 =
0.540± 0.003. FRET histogram from the model, with R0 = 5.9 nm at 〈ηD〉 = 0.68, is
also shown in a solid black line. Data have been corrected for crosstalk, background
and gamma as described in the text.
or R0 or both. Since ηD is already considerably higher than might be expected, and
would need to be further raised to bring the model into better agreement with the
data, we ran the MC simulation at various values of R0, and found that for R0 = 5.9
nm, 〈E〉 = 0.536 (with 27,000 bins in the simulation the statistical uncertainty is
negligible), which brings the model into agreement with the data.
To model the FRET histogram of Fig. 1.10, we binned the simulated data with an
average of 32 photons per bin. The resulting shot-noise limited histogram is shown as
a dark gray outline in the figure. The width of the data histogram, with a standard
deviation of 0.128 is slightly larger than what would be expected from shot noise,[56]
for which the standard deviation is 0.099. Broadening in Cy3-Cy5 FRET histograms
has been previously reported and attributed to long-lived states of the acceptor dye
that are not accounted for in this model.[86]
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CHAPTER 2
CHARACTERIZATION OF SUB-MICRON SIZE
DROPLETS FOR SINGLE-MOLECULE STUDIES
2.1 Background and Motivation
Compartmentalization through the water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions is a relatively
new method among single-molecule techniques [108, 15, 139, 39, 43, 180, 35, 137, 10,
163, 82, 29, 167, 94, 77, 54, 47, 7]. The method inherently removes the necessity of
tethering the biomolecules to a solid surface i.e glass substrate, so it minimizes the
possible substrate-target molecule interactions. It is also cost and labor effective in
terms of the preparation times as well as the amount of materials used in a typical
single-molecule experiment.
Although capillary action based applications (microfluidic devices and injection
techniques) are frequently seen in literature [47, 108, 94, 77, 43, 180], other emulsi-
fication methods such as application of low power ultra-sound were also applied to
single molecule studies [15, 139, 93, 137, 163, 54]. Former method provides large
(typically larger than 1 µm) but highly uniform droplet sizes [4, 106, 163, 17], thanks
to sophisticated device designs. The latter, provides much smaller (typically smaller
than 1 µm) but very frequently a heavy-tailed distribution of sizes [37, 46, 107, 130]
without requiring any additional effort on instrument design.
Regardless of the emulsification method, perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are
frequently used for continuous phase liquids. The initial design idea of PFCs was to
use them as artificial blood substitutes because of their very high carriage capacity
(up to 40% of volume) for non-polar gases [168, 83, 100, 101, 146, 90], such as oxygen.
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In time, their inert nature to both hydrocarbon compounds and water as well as their
generally very low surface tension [101, 140, 158] drew researchers’ attention to use
them in compartmentalization studies and even in drug delivery systems [95, 134,
158, 122].
The environment within sub-micron size droplets is also very interesting. First
of all, aqueous droplets are constrained volumes for diffusing molecules. Assuming
it is merely a spatial constraint, both rotational and translational diffusion near the
droplet boundary expected be much slower [60, 99, 102, 62, 19, 142, 44] in the nanome-
ter length scale. In addition, electrostatic interactions between free ions and a nearby
interface are shown to alter interfacial tension in liquid-liquid case [22, 85, 152]. These
interactions also produce concentration gradients for ions within the space between
the interface and the bulk solvent [131, 91, 172].
Chemistry in droplet environment is even more complex. IR spectroscopy based
measurements on small micelles (23 nm or smaller in diameter) show that water near
the center of a micelle exhibits similar behavior to bulk water, whereas molecules near
the boundary (within 1 nm distance) organized in a completely different way so that
they are thought to be in a frozen state [182, 128, 129, 45, 113, 112, 103, 156]. This
difference in water’s hydrogen network, directly affects processes ranging from proton
diffusion to protein folding in a micelle. Furthermore, reported redox and charge
transfer reactions near the droplet boundary of larger systems (sub-micron diameter)
can be found in food emulsions research [28, 150, 107, 75, 160, 68]. These observations
were indirectly supported by other measurements showing the saturation of interface
by hydroxyl ions which changes the ambient pH [105, 166].
Putting everything together, droplet environment has its own physical and chem-
ical characteristics which can be completely different than bulk. To address these
differences as well as to make better evaluation of experimental result characteriza-
tion studies are necessary prior to their utilization. Several commonly used charac-
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terization techniques for size determination are microscopy, dynamic light scattering
(DLS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [107], among which DLS and NMR
are the ones can be used for the sizes about 200 nm. Tools for characterizing internal
environment of droplets are few in number. Most of the research in literature are
conducted either by IR spectroscopy techniques or NMR and focused mostly on the
behavior near the interface. In our knowledge, particularly for the sizes about 200
nm, there is no provided work in the literature about chemistry within droplets.
In the present work, we propose a new and effective method for measuring the
size and the pH within aqueous droplets simultaneously. The method was originally
developed and used in the field of atmospheric physics for determination of particulate
matter sizes in atmosphere [3, 84, 59, 40, 138]. Later on, it was adapted to medical
imaging for understanding the tissue structures [149, 174, 114]. The only requirement
of the method is to have sub-micron size droplets in emulsion which are considered
as Mie scatterers in the visible wavelength range.
Results of our method were found to be in good agreement with the other con-
ventional methods, such as DLS (in the case of size determination) and ratio-metric
pH determination using fluorescence emission.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Droplet Making Method
Previously reported droplet making method [54] revised and re-optimized. For
the stability purposes according to Bancroft Rule [107, 161], previously used hy-
drocarbon based surfactant Triton X-100 replaced with a PFC based surfactant [72]
(obtained from RainDance Technologies) which is a block copolymer consisting of
oligomeric perfluorinated polyethers (PFPE) and polyethylene-glycol (PEG) as shown
in Fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. Structure of PFC based surfactant from Ref.[72].
To increase the initial dispersion efficiency, continuous phase PFC prior to ultra-
sonication, were first de-gassed using a Schlenk line system, then saturated with high
purity N2 as reported elsewhere [51, 52, 125]. To achieve kinetic stability as well as the
reproducibility in method, emulsion parameters were tuned according to suggestions
in literature. Among these, sonication time and salt concentration within droplets
were adjusted for reducing the creaming rate [46, 107, 144, 118] by decreasing the av-
erage droplet sizes to approximately 200 nm. Flocculation on the other hand reduced
by first choosing a high viscosity PFC (FC-40) for emulsification. Secondly, volume
to volume ratios of PFC, surfactant, and water based dispersed phase material were
fixed to 1000:1:10 and so the concentration of droplets fixed in the system for further
reduction [164, 80, 107].
Finalized procedure for making kinetically stable droplets was as following; prior
to droplet making 10−2(v/v) surfactant was dissolved in FC-40 by adding 500 µl of
stock surfactant solution (the liquid came from RainDance Technologies as it is) into
50 ml FC-40. This solution was then vortexed until there is no residue observed at the
bottom of conical tube. De-gassing of the solution was achieved by the freeze-pump-
thaw method as follows; surfactant solution was placed in a sealed Schlenk flask and
frozen in liquid nitrogen. The flask was then opened to vacuum and pumped to 12
mtorr, re-sealed and thawed in a warm water bath. After sitting for 30 minutes the
process was repeated up to five times. At the end of the de-gassing process, samples
were saturated with high purity N2. Here the term saturation refers sending the N2
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into the sealed flask while keeping the flask in a solid CO2 and isopropanol bath and
stirring it frequently. This procedure allows the diffusion of N2 into de-gassed liquid
with an increasing rate by cooling it down and so increasing the gas solubility within.
Following the saturation, liquid within the flask was filtered by passing through 0.2
µm millipore filters. Filtered liquid transferred to 50 ml conicals, and conicals were
sealed with parafilm. Finally, they stored in a desiccator which had a N2 saturated
atmosphere. Same procedure was applied to pure FC-40, before they were used for
diluting the emulsions.
Emulsions prepared through the following steps; 10 µl 10−2(v/v) de-gassed sur-
factant solution in FC40 was added into 190 µl de-gassed FC-40 (surfactant dilution
to 10−3(v/v)). 2 µl of dispersed phase was placed into this solution. Here, the dis-
persed phase always consisted of 20 mM Tris at pH 7.8 and 200 mM NaCl. To see
the initial dispersion, combined system was vigorously shaken 10-20 seconds. After
shaking, mixture was sonicated 2 minutes in an ultrasonic cleaner (Branson 1510).
For consistency, throughout the sonication process, sample container (a 1.5 ml flat
top Eppendorf tube) was placed very close to the center of the water tank and about
2 cm above the bottom of the tank which was supposed to be the focal point of
the transducer [109]. The process provided 200 µl W/O emulsion in chosen PFC. A
bright field microscope image of typical sample prepared by finalized droplet making
procedure is shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.2.2 DLS Measurements
DLS measurements were conducted with a Brookhaven Instruments BI-200SM
goniometer equipped with a PCI BI-9000AT digital correlator, a temperature con-
troller, and a solid-state laser (model 25-LHP-928249, λ = 633 nm). The physical
location of DLS instrument was The Silvio O. Conte National Center for Polymer
Research building Room B 564 of University of Massachusetts Amherst. Samples
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Figure 2.2. Bright field image of a typical droplet sample.
were prepared as explained in Sec. 2.2.1, by keeping FC-40 as continuous phase liq-
uid. Following the emulsification, whole emulsion product was diluted 25 times by
adding 200 µl emulsion product into 4.8 ml de-gassed FC-40. Diluted samples were
placed into 5 ml nominal volume borosilicate glass culture tubes (Fisher Scientific,
Cat. 14-961-25). Emulsion was mixed by gently turning the tube upside down several
times. Total of 5 ml diluted and mixed emulsion was used as the actual sample for
measurements.
Sample preparation and the measurements on the average took less than 5 min-
utes for each experiment. Measurements were carried out at room temperature and
at the scattering angle of 90◦. Correlation functions of the scattering data were an-
alyzed through built-in software on DLS apparatus via non-negative least squares fit
(NNLS) [143, 183, 175] and then used to determine diffusion coefficients (D). D can





To observe shot-to-shot changes, all measurements were done on freshly prepared
samples. Build-in software generated intensities normalized and a lognormal func-
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tional form as shown in Eq. B.8 corresponding the probability density function was
fitted to normalized intensities.
2.2.3 Absorption/Attenuation Measurements
Absorption/attenuation measurements were conducted with a GE Healthcare /
Amersham Biosciences Ultrospec 3100 Pro UV/Visible Spectrophotometer, equipped
with a Xenon lamp as its light source. Instrument had a working wavelength range
of 200 to 900 nm with a bandwidth of 3 nm. Data acquisition was done within
the wavelength range of 400 nm to 850 nm. The physical location of UV/Visible
Spectrophotometer was Hasbrouck Lab, Room 310 of University of Massachusetts
Amherst.
Samples for size measurements, were prepared as explained in Sec. 2.2.1. Contin-
uous phase PFC was FC-40 in all experiments. Following the emulsification, dense
droplet sample was diluted 10 times by adding 100 µl of the emulsion into 900 µl
de-gassed FC-40. System was mixed gently by pipette action. Homogeneous looking
mixture was placed into 1 ml nominal volume disposable UV cuvettes (Fisher Sci-
entific, Semimicro; Methacrylate 14-955-128). The path length of the cuvettes was
1 cm. Experiments were all carried out at room temperature and repeated at least
three times on each sample.
For pH measurements, bromothymol blue in powder form (BTB; Sigma-Aldrich,
114413-5G) was first dissolved in high purity dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma-
Aldrich, 41641-250ML) to prepare 10 mM stock solution. Stock BTB solution is then
diluted 100 times to 100 µM in buffer solution of 20 mM Tris at pH 7.8 and 200
mM NaCl. For increasing the solubility of BTB, 100 µM final solution had 5% (v/v)
DMSO in it. This solution was used as dispersed phase. The rest of the sample
preparation was same as explained in Sec. 2.2.1. Similar to size measurements, dense
emulsification product was diluted in FC-40 10 times by adding 100 µl droplet solution
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in to 900 µl pure de-gassed FC-40 and mixing by pipette action, prior to experiments.
Then the experiments were done under same conditions with size measurements.
Droplet size determination was done by direct application of Mie scattering theory
as it was described in elsewhere [59, 114, 14, 149, 30, 92]. A numeric functional form
given in Eq. 2.2, was fitted to absorption data by a homemade software written in









wi = 1. (2.2)
in which A is the absorbance, l is instrument’s path length, Qexti is the unitless
extinction efficiency for each particle radius ri, N0 is the particle number density,
and wi are number fractions for each ri. Details of fitting procedure as well as the
relationships between parameters are provided in Sec. B.1.1.
In the case of BTB loaded droplets, for discriminating the background Mie scat-
tering part in attenuation signal A˚ngstro¨m formula [3, 84, 87] was used. Functional
form for transmission of light through a bulk of Mie scatterers was given in liter-
ature [162, 40, 136, 147, 174]. As it is shown in Sec. B.1.2, we first converted the
functional form given in literature, to a comparable form corresponding to the data
acquired from UV/Vis absorption measurements. The new functional form describing
the absorbance in Eq. 2.3 was then fitted to measured absorbance data by a simi-
larly designed software that we used for droplet size determination. As in the case of
size measurements through direct application of Mie scattering theory, details of the
fitting procedure and the definitions for fit parameters are provided in Sec. B.1.2.
A = l




For pH measurements, we first fit the A˚ngstro¨m formula to the acquired ab-
sorbance data from droplet samples within the wavelength range of 400-850 nm. The
fit results allowed us to identify Mie scattering component in the absorption signal
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from the total spectrum. This component in absorbance was used for determination
of the droplet sizes by direct application of Mie scattering. Measured absorbance
minus the Mie component gives the BTB absorption spectra. Then, BTB absorption
component in the signal was used for pH measurements. The ratio of BTB absorp-
tions at 619 nm and 500 nm (A619/500) was used to determine pH within droplets.
Details of direct application of Mie scattering and A˚ngstro¨m formula is provided in
Sec. B.1
2.2.4 Fluorescent Emission Measurements
Fluorescence measurements were conducted with a PTI QuantaMaster 40 Spec-
trofluorometer, equipped with a 75 W Xenon lamp as its light source and a photo-
multiplier unit (Hamamatsu R928). Instrument had a working wavelength range of
200 to 900 nm.
Fluorescein in powder form (Life Technologies, F1300) was dissolved in high purity
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO; Sigma- Aldrich, 41641-250ML) to prepare 1 mM stock
solution. Stock Fluorescein solution was then diluted 100,000 times to 100 nM in
buffer solution of 20 mM Tris at pH 7.8 and 200 mM NaCl. This solution was used
as dispersed phase. The rest of the sample preparation was same as explained in
Sec. 2.2.1. Following the emulsification, dense droplet samples diluted 10 times in
FC-40.
Fluorescein loaded droplets were excited at their isosbestic point 460 nm. Here
the term “isosbestic point” refers to a specific point in the absorption spectra of a
fluorophore at which absorption efficiency of dye stays same regardless of the ambient
pH. Fluorescent emission data were collected within the wavelength range of 475 nm
to 650 nm. Background fluorescence data in measurements were acquired by using
water (buffer) only in dispersed phase. Fluorescence data from dye loaded droplets
were corrected according to this measured background. The ratio of Fluorescein
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emissions at 514 nm and 550 nm (E514/550) was used to determine pH within droplets.
Reasoning behind the excitation of fluorophore at its isosbestic point as well as the
choice of emission ratio E514/550 are explained in detail in Sec. B.3.
2.2.5 Fluorophore Calibration Measurements
Application of ratio-metric pH measurements require calibration of dye response.
In BTB case, six different buffer solutions of pH 13.6, 7.2 , 6.8, 6.3, 5.8, and 0.9
were prepared using NaOH and/or HCl. All solutions had 20 mM Tris (Sigma-
Aldrich, T1378) and 200 mM NaCl within them. Stock BTB solution of 10 mM
was diluted to 1 µM in each buffer solutions separately. Absorption measurements
on these solutions were done using the same instrument given in 2.2.3. Ratio of
absorption values A619/500 were measured from absorption spectra scans of 400 nm to
850 nm.
In Fluorescein case, seven different buffer solutions of pH 8.0, 7.2, 6.3, 5.4, 4.6, 3.7,
and 2.8 were prepared. Similar to BTB case, all solutions had 20 mM Tris (Sigma-
Aldrich, T1378) and 200 mM NaCl within them. Stock Fluorescein solution of 1
mM was diluted to 10 nM in each buffer solutions separately. Fluorescence emission
measurements on these solutions were done using the same instrument given in 2.2.4.
Ratio of emission values E514/550 were measured from emission spectra scans of 475
nm to 650 nm.
Data in ratiometric pH measurements were considered to follow a sigmoid shape [67,
31, 8, 12]. Thus the functional form given in Eq. 2.4 was fitted to A619/500 data for







Here, ϕ(λ) is either absorption (for BTB) or emission (for Fluorescein) of dye solution
at a specific wavelength λ. Detail explanations on fitting parameters of Eq. 2.4 (α,
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β, and γ) are provided in Sec.B.2 and B.3. Calibration data is shown in Fig. B.1
for BTB and in Fig. B.3 for Fluorescein. Sigmoid function fit results are shown in
Fig. B.2 for BTB and in Fig. B.4 for Fluorescein.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Characterization of Droplet Sizes
The size distributions of aqueous droplet samples in FC-40 was first measured by
DLS. Intensities from different droplet populations were analyzed through a built-in
software attached to the instrument. Analysis method and physical specifications of
instrument were given in Sec. 2.2.2. Intensity data (corresponding to populations in
the droplet system) from four different samples which prepared under same conditions
but different times and fits of a lognormal form to these data are shown in Fig. 2.3.
Figure 2.3. DLS results on four different droplet samples as population intensities
and their fits to lognormal forms. Color code for the samples are; Sample 1 (blue),
Sample 2 (green), Sample 3 (red), and Sample 4 (cyan). Actual data can be found in
the place provided in Table. D.1.
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Frequently, a population of larger size droplets (on the order of several microns in
diameter) were observed in DLS experiments in addition to smaller sizes. Considering
the timing in DLS measurements (within first 5 minutes after droplet preparation,
Sec. 2.2.2), in the long term they moved to the top of the droplet solution (creamed).
Moreover, because of their large sizes, their contribution to Mie scattering was ex-
pected to be minimal (Sec. B.1.1). Therefore, the Fig. 2.3 shows only the smaller size
droplet populations in experiments.
As it is explained in Sec. B.1.1 a lognormal form can equivalently be described
by two independent parameters. These parameters can be any independent couple
of location parameter on a logarithmic scale (µ), scale parameter on a logarithmic
scale (σ), Mean, Standard deviation (Std), Mode, and Median. Therefore all these
parameters and the errors on them are provided in Table 2.1.
Mean (nm) Median (nm) Mode (nm) Std (nm) µ σ
Sample 1 108.8 (0.4) 106.9 (0.3) 103.1 (0.4) 20.8 (1.4) 4.67 (0.0) 0.19 (0.0)
Sample 2 112.8 (0.6) 111.4 (0.6) 108.5 (0.6) 18.2 (2.8) 4.71 (0.0) 0.16 (0.0)
Sample 3 101.2 (0.4) 100.5 (0.3) 99.2 (0.3) 11.9 (2.1) 4.61 (0.0) 0.12 (0.0)
Sample 4 128.0 (0.1) 127.6 (0.1) 126.7 (0.1) 10.7 (1.1) 4.85 (0.0) 0.08 (0.0)
Table 2.1. Distribution parameters with errors (in parenthesis) of DLS measure-
ments in Fig. 2.3. Actual data can be found in the place provided in Table D.1.
Results of these measurements show that our droplet making method, even though
it is a bulk emulsification technique so that it is prone to fluctuations, produces similar
size droplets at each time. Shot-to-shot droplet size distribution in terms of mean
of distribution means and mean of distribution standard deviations (with errors in
parenthesis) are 112.7 (9.8) nm and 15.4 (4.2) nm correspondingly.
As an alternative to DLS experiments, we also utilized Mie scattering theory
method as explained in Sec. B.1.1, through UV/Vis absorption data. Acquired ab-
sorbance data from two different samples prepared in same exact way but at different
times, Mie scattering theory results as fits to data, and corresponding droplet size
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estimations are shown in Fig. 2.4. Each absorbance data seen in Fig. 2.4, is average of
two consecutive measurements of the same sample, so the errorbars for each data set
were estimated by using student’s t-distribution for the specified confidence interval
of 90%.
Figure 2.4. Top: Acquired absorbance data and corresponding Mie scattering fits.
Bottom: Size measurements found by fitting. Color code for the samples are; Sample
1 (blue), and Sample 2 (green). Actual data can be found in the place provided in
Table D.2.
A lognormal form was already inherent to Mie scattering fits. It was used in con-
struction of numeric functional form for the absorption through the Eq. 2.2. Similar
to DLS measurements, fitting parameters an the errors on parameters are provided in
Table. 2.2. Here the shot-to-shot droplet size distribution in terms of mean of distribu-
tion means and mean of distribution standard deviations (with errors in parenthesis)
are 126.4 (8.3) nm and 26.0 (1.0) nm correspondingly.
Comparison of size measurements by DLS and Mie scattering in terms of shot-to-
shot averaged parameters is shown in Fig. 2.5. Here we can infer several important
characteristics of the system from combined results of both measurements. First,
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N(x108/cm3) Mean (nm) Median (nm) Mode (nm) Std (nm) µ σ
Sample 1 0.58 (0.07) 118.1 (9.7) 115.4 (7.4) 110.3 (8.8) 25.5 (29.4) 4.75 (0.06) 0.21 (0.24)
Sample 2 0.67 (0.03) 134.6 (4.8) 131.9 (3.7) 126.6 (4.4) 27.5 (15.4) 4.88 (0.03) 0.20 (0.11)
Table 2.2. Distribution parameters with errors (in parenthesis) of Mie scattering
fits on absorption data in Fig. 2.4. Actual data can be found in the place provided
in Table D.2.
our aqueous droplets are actually Mie scatterers so that their characteristic radii
are on the order of 100 nm. Secondly, droplet making method successfully produced
kinetically stable emulsions (no appreciable flocculation, neither creaming) and so the
deviation between the direct application Mie theory which strictly requires spherical
particles, and the DLS results are minimal. Finally, knowing that Mie scattering
works in favor of forward scattering [14], and absorption instrument works in this
particular configuration (DLS was done at 90◦, see Sec. 2.2.2), size measurements
through attenuation experiments are expected to be more sensitive.
Compared to DLS, size measurement through absorbance is slightly less sensitive
to droplet concentration in the emulsion. In the case of kinetically stable emulsions,
both flocculation and creaming are often the main concerns of stability. Thus, adjust-
ment of droplet concentration in the emulsion might be required to promote stability
in these systems. When this happens, despite healthy and reproducible measure-
ments can be very hard to achieve by DLS, attenuation method can turn into a very
useful alternative way to measure droplet sizes. Equivalently, attenuation method
can be utilized to monitor dynamic changes in droplet size distribution parameters
as a function of time, if there is any. Nevertheless, the downside of the method, given
the scaling parameter (x = (2pinmediar)/λ) in Sec. B.1.1, is its sensitivity range in the
sizes. To be more precise, while droplets of sub-micron radii can be modeled well, 1
µm or larger radii droplets are almost invisible to the method.
As a first attempt to monitor time dependent behavior of droplet size distribution
parameters, Fig. 2.6 shows the results of size measurements from a single droplet
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Figure 2.5. Comparison of size measurements using DLS (blue) and Mie scattering
(green) in terms of shot-to-shot distributions for which mean and standard deviations
were given in the text.
sample using direct Mie scattering theory application through absorbance as a func-
tion of time. Each absorbance data seen in Fig. 2.6, is average of two consecutive
measurements of the same sample, so the errorbars for each data set were estimated
by using student’s t-distribution for the specified confidence interval of 90%. Relevant
parameters for distributions are also given in Table. 2.3.
t (min) N(x108/cm3) Mean (nm) Median (nm) Mode (nm) Std (nm) µ σ
0 0.58 (0.07) 118.1 (9.7) 115.4 (7.4) 110.3 (8.8) 25.5 (29.4) 4.75 (0.06) 0.21 (0.24)
10 0.23 (0.05) 132.5 (14.8) 128.2 (11.4) 120.0 (12.1) 34.6 (36.6) 4.84 (0.09) 0.26 (0.26)
20 0.25 (0.02) 121.2 (6.4) 115.8 (4.8) 105.9 (5.3) 37.2 (14.2) 4.75 (0.04) 0.30 (0.11)
30 0.18 (0.08) 117.7 (27.3) 111.0 (20.2) 98.55 (21.9) 41.8 (54.5) 4.71 (0.18) 0.34 (0.42)
Table 2.3. Time dependent droplet sizes in FC-40. Actual data can be found in the
place provided in Table D.3.
Data in Table. 2.3 show that no appreciable change observed in the droplet size
distribution parameters within first 30 minutes. Only clear change was in droplet
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Figure 2.6. Droplet sizes as a function of elapsed time. Color code for the samples
are; t=0 min (blue), 10 min (green), 20 min (red), 30 min (cyan). Actual data can
be found in the place provided in Table D.3.
concentrations and they decreased in time. This change can be attributed to creaming
in the emulsion system.
Lastly, for the completeness of the method, fit parameters of A˚ngstro¨m formula
for the data sets in Fig. 2.4 and 2.6 are provided in Tables B.1 and B.2. We should
note that these parameters are indirect reporters of the size and concentration and
they can not be used directly for characterization.
2.3.2 Characterization of pH within Droplets
pH measurements within droplets were done by absorption and fluorescent emis-
sion experiments. In the absorption measurements BTB loaded droplets were pre-
pared as explained in Sec. 2.2.3. Attenuation by Mie scattering and dye absorption
components were separated by fitting A˚ngstro¨m formula to the acquired absorption
data. Results of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.7. The absorbance data seen in
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Fig. 2.7, is average of three consecutive measurements of the same sample, so the
errorbars for each data set were estimated by using student’s t-distribution for the
specified confidence interval of 90%.
Figure 2.7. Absorption measurement on the BTB loaded droplets. Panel a: Total
absorbance (blue ’+’) and fit of A˚ngstro¨m formula (red ’-’). Panel b: Only BTB
absorption after subtracting Mie scattering contribution. Panel c: Absorbance by
Mie scattering (blue ’+’) and fit using direct Mie scattering theory (red ’-’). Panel
d: Droplet size distribution found by direct Mie scattering theory. Actual data can
be found in the place provided in Table D.4.
Data after removal of Mie scattering contribution, shown in Fig. 2.7 b, gave us an
A619/500 of 0.14 (0.12). By comparing the A619/500 value with the calibration curve
provided in Sec. B.2, pH of the droplet interior were found to be 5.1. BTB is not
sensitive to pH changes below pH 6 because of its pKa which is 7.1. Therefore, we
can only conclude that the pH within droplets, on the average, below 6. Here, we
also calculated the droplet size distribution parameters by direct application of Mie
theory on the Mie scattering attenuation part, shown in Fig. 2.7 c. These parameters
as in Table. 2.3, 0.55 (0.01), 134.88 (1.00), 132.95 (0.77), 129.18 (0.943), 23.04 (3.78),
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4.89 (0.01), 0.17 (0.03) for N, Mean, Median, Mode, Std, µ, and σ correspondingly.
Droplet size measurement gave a similar size distribution parameters to the ones we
previously measured (Fig. 2.6).
For the emission measurements, Fluorescein loaded droplets were prepared as
explained in Sec. 2.2.4. To alter the pH within droplets a strong base (NaOH) was
added to dispersed phase prior to droplet making. Acquired fluorescence emission as
a function of NaOH concentration is given in Fig. 2.8. It is important note that bulk
pH values (after NaOH addition) were not measured prior to droplet making.
Figure 2.8. Fluorescein emission within droplets by addition of different amounts
of strong base NaOH; 0 mM (blue), 1 mM (green), 5 mM (red), 20 mM (cyan), 50
mM (magenta), 100 mM (yellow). Actual data can be found in the place provided in
Table D.5.
For each sample, emission ratios E514/550 and corresponding pH values were cal-
culated using the calibration curve and parameters given in Sec. B.3. Based on the
results reported in Table. 2.4, we observed that even though pH of bulk dispersed
phase was 7.8, measured pH within droplets were much lower, 5.3 (0.13). Secondly,
measured pH for large amounts of NaOH in bulk Fluorescein solution prior to droplet
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making are not correct, because Fluorescein looses its sensitivity around measured
values. As a side note, we have also done 50 mM and 100 mM NaOH measurements
using BTB. These data can be found in the place provided in Table D.4. Because
fitting algorithm needed improvements for the analysis of these data, they will not be
reported here. In particular, the residuals seen in Figs. 2.4 and 2.6 for the wavelengths
(λ ≤ 450 nm) caused the problems in fitting.
NaOH (mM) E514/550 pH
0 1.38 (0.03) 5.30 (0.13)
1 1.39 (0.03) 5.32 (0.12)
5 1.43 (0.04) 5.38 (0.12)
20 2.35 (0.06) 6.47 (0.13)
50 2.54 (0.06) 6.81 (0.22)
100 2.57 (0.06) 6.88 (0.24)
Table 2.4. pH measurements within droplets prepared in FC-40. Actual data can
be found in the place provided in Table D.5.
Given that the surfactant could have unreacted polymers which have carboxylic
acid groups, we also tested the effect of surfactant on droplet pH. Our measurements
indicated that the removal of surfactant increased the pH by 0.3 and made it 5.60
(0.10). Thus the effect of surfactant was minimal on droplet pH.
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CHAPTER 3
SINGLE-MOLECULE STUDIES WITHIN SUB-MICRON
SIZE DROPLETS
The work in the current chapter is also documented in [111].
3.1 Background and Motivation
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) from dye-labeled molecules is
widely used in molecular biophysics to understand folding, binding, and structural
changes in proteins [119] and RNA. [96] The simplest and most frequently used single-
fluorophore-sensitive FRET measurements involve molecules that are freely-diffusing
in solution. In this case, a burst of fluorescent photons are recorded as a molecule
crosses the detection volume of a confocal microscope. The signal-to-noise ratio in
these experiments is determined by the brightness of the molecule, the background
in the detection channel(s), and length of time spent in the detection volume. A
larger detection volume increases the detection time at the expense of higher back-
ground. To reduce background, femtoliter detection volumes, corresponding roughly
to the focal volume of an oil- or water-immersion high numerical aperture lens, are
often used. For typical biomolecules in aqueous buffer this results in diffusion-limited
detection-region dwell times of < 1 ms.
For spherical particles or attodroplets, the diffusivity is given by the Stokes-
Einstein equation as D = kBT/(6piηr), where r is the hydrodynamic radius of the
particle, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and η is the dynamic
viscosity. For Brownian motion, the relevant diffusion time τ will be proportional to
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w2/D where w is the waist diameter of the confocal detection volume. The diffusion
time therefore scales with the radius of the particle and the viscosity of the medium.
Characterization of the droplets used in this study in terms of sizes were done both
by absorption/attenuation and DLS measurements. As it can be seen in Fig. 2.5, both
type of measurements produced similar results (in fact same within the errors) con-
sistent with a lognormal distribution of droplet radii. Distribution parameters found
to be 〈r〉 = 112.7 nm corresponding to µ = 4.72 and σ = 0.14 in DLS measurements,
whereas absorption/attenuation measurements showed 〈r〉 = 126.4 nm corresponding
to µ = 4.82 and σ = 0.20 (Fig. 2.5). As it was explained in Sec. 2.3.1 the mean radii
were the mean values of measured distribution means for DLS and attenuation mea-
surements. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) has the potential to serve
as a third method for measuring droplet sizes. The size information of droplets can
be found by the analysis of autcorrelation function from an FCS measurement. On
the other and ,in our knowledge, there is no proposed analytical form for autocorre-
lation function (ACF) in literature. Therefore, FCS method requires simulation of
the droplet system which consists. It is also important to note that simulations can
provide information about the environment within droplets, in addition to droplet
size determination.
Regardless of the size measurement method, most of the droplets in current work
(95%) have a radius between 80 and 175 nm. Corresponding volumes are 2.1 aL - 22
aL with a most frequently observed value of 7.1 aL. We study FRET from doubly-
labeled duplex RNA confined to these droplets at a nominal concentration of 10 nM;
7.1 aL droplets therefore contain 0.04 RNA molecules on average, while a droplet of
radius 175 nm has an average of 0.13 molecules within. While the vast majority of
droplets are empty, confinement is 100% efficient, meaning that the hydrophilic RNA
molecules do not partition into the continuous (perfluorinated) phase. Only droplets
containing molecules are observed in fluorescence measurements.
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Droplet confinement has several advantages for single-molecule-sensitive measure-
ment: in addition to being efficient, samples are relatively easy to prepare. The
droplet interface is far more homogeneous than that provided by, for example, a
glass substrate. However, of all the methods previously used to confine and isolate
molecules for individual study, droplets are unique because there is no particle reser-
voir to draw on: each droplet is stochastically unique in its contents, and there is
no chemical equilibrium between droplets. In fact this behavior is promoted in our
studies by using a surfactant as explained in Sec. 2.2.1. This can be advantageous
for high-throughput screening of disparate species or dynamics, but only if the envi-
ronment in the droplet is well understood. For attoliter volume droplets, as we have
shown in Chapter. 2, the pH conditions will be different than the initial bulk solution.
There is also no guarantee that both pH and/or salt conditions will be the same even
between droplets.
In all studies presented here, NaCl is present at 200 mM so that even the smallest
droplets contain 105 salt molecules on average. The Debye length at 200 mM salt is
approximately 0.7 nm, similar to the Bjerrum length in water. NaCl is expected to
form double layers at an oil interface that give roughly the same overall density as in
the bulk (no interfacial excess), [172] so we believe the salt concentration is probably
not significantly altered by the droplet environment.
It is important to note that biomolecules confined in these droplets show no ev-
idence of sticking at the perfluorinated walls, whether or not surfactant is in use.
This was demonstrated explicitly for green fluorescence protein [163] and also for nu-
cleic acids [81] using polarization anisotropy lifetime measurements in sub-femtoliter
droplets. Confocal images of large (micron size) droplets also show no evidence of




The RNA 16 base oligo 5′-Cy3-C-G-A-G-U-G-A-C-C-A-G-U-G-A-G-C-3′ and its
complement with and without a Cy5 at the 5′ terminus, were obtained from IDT.
Cy3 and Cy5 are indocarbocyanine dyes supplied by Glen Research. Donor (Cy3)
and acceptor (Cy5) labeled ribonucleotides were prepared in 20 mM Tris at pH 7.8
with 200 mM NaCl. In this buffer, RNA at 0.75 µM was heated to 90◦ C in 5
minutes and then incubated at 90◦ C for 60 minutes before cooling to 4◦ C over 60
minutes. For measurements on freely diffusing molecules, 15 nM protocatechuate-
3,4-dioxygenase (PCD) and 5 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA) were mixed in 20 mM
Tris with 200 mM NaCl and incubated for 10 minutes. PCA/PCD functions as
an enzymatic oxygen quenching system.[1] The dsRNA samples were diluted in this
buffer to a concentration of 100 pM or 200 pM with 1 mM methylviologen (MV).
3.2.2 Droplet Preparation
The dsRNA sample was prepared in emulsion as follows: 2 µL of dsRNA at 10 nM
or 20 nM with 10 nM PCA, 100 nM PCD and 1 mM MV was added to a 200 µL of
a continuous phase consisting of degassed perfluorinated oil (3M Fluorinert FC-40 or
FC-77) with 10−3 v/v perfluorinated surfactant (RainDance).[72] After shaking, the
mixture was sonicated for 2 minutes in an ultrasonic cleaner (Branson 1510), which
formed the emulsion. FC-77 is primarily 2-(nonafluorobutyl)heptafluorofuran, with
average molecular mass of 415, viscosity of 1.36 cP and refractive index of 1.27. FC-
40 is primarily perfluorotributylamine, with average molecular mass 650, viscosity of
4.1 cP, and refractive index of 1.29. Note that in both cases the refractive index is
near but lower than that of water (n = 1.33).
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Approximately 50 µL of emulsion was withdrawn and placed between a coverslip
and microscope slide separated by double-sided sticky tape, which was then sealed
with silicone vacuum grease.
De-oxygenation of the perfluorinated oils was achieved by the freeze-pump-thaw
method. Perfluorinated oils were placed in a sealed Schlenk flask and frozen in liquid
nitrogen. The flask was then opened to vacuum and pumped to 12 mtorr, re-sealed
and thawed in a warm water bath. After sitting for 30 minutes the process was
repeated up to five times.
3.2.3 Photon-Counting Histogram Analysis
A photon-counting histogram (PCH) is a histogram of the number of photons per
bin during a photon-counting experiment. The bin time is typically short; here we
use 200 µs. Analysis of the PCH gives the average number of photons per bin and
average number of molecules in the detection volume for multiple species. Species are
distinguished only by their brightness, not by their diffusivity as in fluorescence fluc-
tuation correlation spectroscopy (FCS). PCH is often used as a complement to FCS in
the analysis of photon statistics in single-molecule-sensitive measurement. Analysis of
PCHs was developed by Chen et al. [21] and later updated by Huang et al. [76]. Here
we follow the method and nomenclature of the latter. This model assumes a three
dimensional Gaussian detection volume, with two correction parameters that describe
deviations from Gaussian. Fitting parameters therefore include the brightness  and
molecular concentration 〈n〉 for each species as well as beam-shape correction factors
F1 and F2. More details and fit results are given in the Sec. C.3.
3.2.4 Burst Detection
Burst detection was accomplished using a simple Bayesian method based on pho-
ton inter-arrival times. All the photons (both channels) are used, and the method
distinguishes between photons from fluorescent bursts and photons from background.
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To determine if the ith photon originates from a burst, the arrival times of N photons
on either side of the ith photon were examined. Here we use a “window” with N = 5
photons. Further details are provided in the Sec. C.2.
3.2.5 FRET Measurements
In fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), an excited donor dye transfers








where E is the energy transfer efficiency, R is the distance between dyes and the







In this expression, n is the solvent’s refractive index, c is the speed of light, ηD is
the quantum yield of the donor dye in the absence of the acceptor, and κ is a factor
that describes the relative orientation of the dyes; 〈κ2〉 = 2/3 for freely rotating dyes.
The symbol J describes the overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorption
spectra.[121] With the assumption of freely rotating dyes, FRET can be used to
measure distance between disparate points in a molecule; more frequently it is used
to qualitatively observe global changes in molecular structure or binding.
FRET was measured using a ratiometric technique. An Olympus IX50 micro-
scope was modified for single-molecule confocal detection with a 50 µm pinhole. A
UPlanSApo 60×, 1.2 NA water immersion objective was used for both fluorescence
excitation and collection of emitted photons. The donor dye was excited with the
514 nm line of an Argon-Krypton laser with a nominal power (measured at the en-
trance to the scope) of 20 µW or 50 µW. Fluorescent photons were split into two
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channels (donor, acceptor) and detected using single photon counting avalanche pho-
todiodes (τ -SPAD by Picoquant). Photon timing information was recorded with 8 ns
resolution using homemade instrumentation. [53] We make no attempt here to correct
for background, crosstalk, or γ, the parameter that describes the relative quantum
yields and collection efficiencies of the dyes and instrument. [56] Rather, we report





where NA and ND are the number of photons in the acceptor and donor channels,
respectively, in a given time interval. The proximity ratio P = 〈E〉 only in the
ideal case where γ = 1 and there is no cross-talk, direct acceptor excitation or back-
ground. [56, 25] Defining Nt = NA + ND, proximity histograms are formed using all
bins containing Nt > Nth. Here Nth = 25, 50, or 75 photons. The shot-noise limited
variance of a peak in this distribution is given by [56]
σs
2 =
〈P 〉 (1− 〈P 〉)
〈Nt〉 (3.4)
3.2.6 Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy
FCS data were acquired on donor-only labeled RNA under the same conditions
used for FRET. For a single diffusive dye with no kinetic terms due, e.g. to a triplet














where τD is the diffusion time, A = 1/M where M is the average number of molecules
in the detection region, and ω = 10.2 is a factor that describes the ellipticity of
the detection volume and which was separately measured for our instrument. If a
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single kinetic term on a timescale faster than the diffusion time is present, this GD is










where F is the fractional amplitude of the kinetic term and τk is the timescale of
the kinetic process. For data with multiple species with two distinct diffusion times
















Here I and T refer to isomer and triplet timescales, respectively.
Here, specific to FCS within diffusing droplets, there is no analytical function for
describing the acquired ACF (Sec. C.5). This led us to use approximate functional
forms for fitting the experimental data. One these forms was two component model
corresponding to two translational correlation times as shown in Eq. 3.7. The other
functional form was a single translational diffusion model with a chemical reaction
kind of term in front in which the scaling of the time was a stretched exponential
type. This functional form is shown in Eq. 3.8. Slightly more detailed explanation
about the use of this functional form is provided in Sec. C.5.

























In a typical FCS experiment, we recorded arrival times for each photon released by





Here I denotes fluorescent intensity.
To extract particle radii from diffusion time using the Stokes-Einstein relation, the
diameter of the detection volume was measured using tetramethylrhodamine (TMR)
and found to be approximately 260 nm. Similarly aspect ratio of the detection volume
was measured as 10.2 using TMR.
3.3 Simulation Methods
Core part of our simulation code was a Monte-Carlo algorithm designed to gener-
ate spatial positions of molecules trapped within droplets. A software clock generates
time stamps of 100 µs width (∆t). At t = 0 a droplet is generated within the simu-
lation box of sizes Lx = Ly = 7800 nm and Lz = 53040 nm. The detection volume
width and aspect ratio values were found as explained in Sec. 3.2.6.
System boundaries in diffusion simulations usually designed to be periodic so that
when a particle leaves the simulation box it immediately re-enters the box from the
opposite end [36, 32]. Use of a periodic box reduces the computational cost and speeds
up the code. But, artificial periodicities in spatial coordinates can also introduce
artefacts to simulations [2]. Because we wanted to minimize artificial periodicities and
we had an already fast enough simulation code, we didn’t apply periodic boundary
conditions in our simulations. Instead, simulation code works in such a way that
when a droplet leaves the simulation box, another one was created in a randomly
chosen position within the box. The issue with this approach was the possibility of
creating a droplet within the excitation volume. To overcome this problem, we used
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a large enough box which is about 18,000 larger than the excitation volume. In other
words, the probability of having a droplet created in the excitation volume in this
simulation scheme is less than 10−4.
In addition, by the fit results of droplet data given in Table 2.2, typical droplet
number concentration in our experiments was roughly 4×107 1/cm3. On top of that,
the probability of having an observable droplet meaning that a droplet with at least
one fluorophore in it, was 2 × 10−2 (Sec. 3.1) for most frequently observed droplet
sizes. Thus, the average droplet concentration in simulation box is expected to be
roughly 2.4× 10−2. In other words having on the average, one observable droplet in
simulation box was not unphysical.
At each droplet creation, the size of the droplet was assigned based on the mea-
sured lognormal distribution (either from DLS, or absorption/attenuation measure-
ment results) of sizes. The assigned droplet size as well as the material properties of
continuous phase oil were used for finding the translational diffusivity of the droplet.
This was followed by assigning the number of fluorescent molecules within the given
size droplet based on the bulk solution concentration in experiments. This was done
by drawing a random Poisson variate with the mean calculated by the mean number of
particles per given droplet size. The translational diffusivity for the molecules within
droplets were assumed to be same as the diffusivity found from bulk experiments as
explained in Sec. 3.2.6.
At each clock tick, positions of both droplet and the molecule within droplet were
updated. Step lengths were chosen from one Gaussian and two uniform random vari-
ates corresponding to radial, polar and azimuthal directions. Mean of the Gaussian
random variates were set to be 0 and standard deviations were assigned using the
root-mean-squared displacement found from corresponding diffusivities and software
clock increment ∆t. Interactions between droplet boundary and the molecules within
droplets were assumed to be perfectly elastic collisions.
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Excitation laser beam was supposed to be Gaussian as in Eq. C.5. At each clock
tick, based on the position of fluorescent molecule(s), excitation intensity was calcu-
lated and compared with a uniform random variate to specify whether the molecule(s)
was excited or not. If the molecule was excited, release of a photon was decided by
drawing a Poisson variate of mean photon release rate 106 photons/second and ∆t.
Here we tested a range of photon release rates from 5×104 to 2×106 and we observed
no change in ACF (data not shown).
Each simulation ran until collecting 2 million photons. Timestamps were recorded
as 32-bit integers with a wrapper at 107 clock ticks. Because the largest 32-bit integer
is supposed to be around 2 × 109, we expected no overflows in the code. Implemen-
tation of random variates were done by using Gnu Scientific Library (GSL) and the
code was written in C. Rotational diffusion was not implemented in the simulation
code neither the photo-physical properties of dyes were taken into account. Similar
to the analysis of acquired photon records in experimental data, ACFs from photon
timestamps were calculated by using a homemade software [53]. Fitting of analytical
ACFs to the data were done by another homemade software written in Python using
the lmfit package which was designed for non-linear fitting problems with constraints.
Eq. 3.7 using only two components (corresponding to two diffusing species with dif-
ferent diffusivities) without chemical reaction terms for dye photo-physics (triplet
formation and isomerization) was used as approximate analytical form of the ACF.
3.4 Results
Raw data from freely diffusing and droplet confined 16 base-pair RNA duplexes
labeled with Cy3 (donor) and Cy5 (acceptor) at their 5′ termini are shown in Fig. 3.1.
Photons in the donor and acceptor channels are binned in 5 ms intervals and plotted
in green and red, respectively. The donor channel is plotted upside-down, with the
number of photons per bin on the right axis, for clarity. The panels on the left are 30
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second portions of data files that are between 25 and 75 minutes long. The smaller
panels on the right are an 0.5 s expansion of the data colored black in the left panel.
The peaks in Fig. 3.1(a) correspond to freely diffusing molecules crossing the detection
volume. In this case, the diffusion time across the volume is much less than 5 ms, so
the peaks typically consist of only one, or at most two, above-background bins. For
molecules confined to aqueous droplets in FC-77, Fig. 3.1(b), or FC-40, Fig. 3.1(c),
the diffusion time is clearly longer and more photons are collected.
Figure 3.1. A comparison of (a) fluorescence from doubly-labeled freely diffusing
RNA molecules with (b) FRET from doubly-labeled RNA confined to droplets diffus-
ing in FC-77 and (c) FRET from doubly-labeled RNA confined to droplets diffusing
in FC-40. In each case, the donor-channel is plotted upside-down, with the associated
axis label on the right.
A comparison of the photon statistics for molecules confined to droplets with those
diffusing freely in solution is given in the photon-counting histograms[21, 76] (PCHs)
of Fig. 3.2. Here the bin size was decreased to be 200 µs. All data in Fig. 3.2 were
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taken on the same day under identical conditions with an excitation power of 50 µW;
only samples were changed. For freely diffusing molecules at pH 7 and above, the data
are fit well by two species (two diffusing species with different diffusivities), one with
roughly twice the brightness and less than 10% the population of the other. Even
with our relatively large choice of bin size, these two species might be associated with
different isomers of Cy3 evident in FCS, below. The situation is similar at pH 7.8.
Figure 3.2. Comparison of photon-counting histograms (PCH) of donor-only-labeled
RNA in solution with PCH of the same RNA confined to droplets. In all cases, the
bin size is 200 µs. (a) RNA freely-diffusing in solution at pH 7 and a two species fit
with χ2 = 0.7 ; (b) RNA freely-diffusing in solution at pH 4 and a three species fit
with χ2 = 1.3; (c) RNA confined to droplets diffusing in FC-77 and a three species
fit with χ2 = 1.1; and (d) RNA confined to droplets diffusing in FC-40 and a three
species fit with χ2 = 1.4. Here χ2 is calculated per degree of freedom in the fit.
Complete fit results and the resultant fit parameter values can be found in Table C.1.
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Below pH 7 a brighter species emerges and three populations are required for a
good fit to the PCH. In solution at pH 4 Fig. 3.2(b), this new species is roughly eight
times brighter than the dimmest species and comprises roughly 4% of the population
(Table C.1). For droplets the situation is similar, Fig. 3.2(c) and (d); the new species
is 5 to 6 times brighter than the dimmest species, and comprises at most 5.5% of
the population. Differences between FC-77 and FC-40 are mostly insignificant; a
complete set of PCH fitting parameters with uncertainties is given in the Sec. C.3.
For nearly all species, the droplet data have higher brightness than the solution data;
this could be a result of the longer dwell time of droplets in the detection volume and
our choice of bin time.
While it would not explain the bright species in solution at low pH, one possible
source of an apparent brighter species in droplets might be that some of the droplets
contain two RNA molecules. From stoichiometry alone, less than 1% of the very
largest droplets should contain more than one molecule. An analysis of the number
of photons per burst appeared to confirm that none of the data sets discussed here
had droplets containing more than one molecule. For example, eliminating data from
the longest bursts, which on average should correspond to the largest droplets, does
not significantly affect the data analysis. There is however a weak correlation between
the approximate rate in a burst and its length, with a Pearson’s coefficient of 0.279 for
FC-40 and 0.134 for FC-77. This might be explained if we assume that droplets that
take longer to traverse the detection volume also tend to travel through the center of
the volume, where the excitation and collection probabilities are higher. The increase
in brightness at low pH and in droplets is also noticeable in the burst analysis: The
average number of photons per burst for freely-diffusing molecules at pH 7 is 6.9, and
at pH 4 is 10.3. For molecules confined to droplets diffusing in FC-77 the average
number of photons per burst increases to 36.8. Since FC-40 is the most viscous oil
used, bursts last longer yet and contain an average of 51.8 photons. Note that while
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no threshold has been applied to the burst detection algorithm, there is a dependence
of burst size on the choice of window in the algorithm: notably, larger windows tend
to result in longer and larger bursts. With that in mind, it is worth noting that the
average length of a burst is virtually unchanged between pH 4 and pH 7, from 1.03
to 1.06 ms. For diffusing droplets, the average burst lasts 3.7 ms in FC-77 and 4.3 ms
in FC-40. However, diffusion time through the detection volume is better discussed
in the context of FCS, below.
Proximity ratio histograms for single RNA molecules confined to attodroplets in
FC-40 are shown in Fig. 3.3. The solid lines are the result of a best fit to three
beta probability distribution functions (PDFs); only two peaks are shown. The third
peak, corresponding to donor-only signal at a proximity ratio of about 0.15, has been
removed (Sec. C.4). The three panels in Fig. 3.3 correspond to different thresholds,
with Nth > 25 photons required in (a), Nth > 50 in (b), and Nth > 75 in (c).
The resulting average number of photons per bin was greater than 55 for panel (a),
approximately 90 in panel (b), and greater than 115 in panel (c) for each of the two
peaks. The total number of bins under both peaks is 2800 for (a), 1160 for (b) and 620
for (c). As expected, the width of peaks decrease as the average count rate increases,
and for the peak at the lower proximity ratio, this width is 0.059 in panel (c), only
slightly larger than shot-noise limited value of 0.041 given by Eq. 3.4. Proximity
histograms for attodroplets in FC-77 are similar, but with a more obvious splitting
evident between the two peaks (Fig 3.5 and C.2). In all cases, the correlation between
burst length and proximity ratio is negligible, with Pearson’s coefficients falling in a
range between -0.1 and +0.1.
A proximity histogram for freely-diffusing RNA in solution at pH 7.0, taken under
conditions identical to those of the droplet-confined RNA, are shown in Fig. 3.4(a).
Data at pH 7.8 are similar. This histogram is substantially different from that ob-
served in droplets, both in mean value and in shape of the distribution. Here the bin
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Figure 3.3. Proximity histograms from single RNA molecules confined to freely-
diffusing aqueous droplets in FC-40. Photon bin time is 2 ms. The three panels
represent the same data but with different thresholds for inclusion in the histogram:
(a) Nth > 25, (b) Nth > 50, and (c)Nth > 75. The data are fit with beta PDFs; fit
parameters are given in Table C.3.
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time is again 2 ms, the threshold is fixed at Nth = 25, the resulting average number
of photons per bin is 29. As above, the data were fit with three beta PDFs and the
donor-only peak near 〈P 〉 = 0.15 was removed. Efforts to use a single beta PDF
or Gaussian to fit the FRET peak resulted in distinctly poorer fits. There are more
than 600 photons under each FRET peak in Fig. 3.4(a), but it is not possible to
substantially increase the threshold from Nth = 25; there are only eight bins with
Nth ≥ 50.
Figure 3.4. Proximity histograms from freely diffusing RNA at (a) pH 7.0, (b) pH
6 and (c) pH 4. Photon bin time is 2 ms, and the threshold for inclusion in the
histogram is set at Nth > 25 in all three cases. The data are fit with beta PDFs, fit
parameters are given in Table C.4.
In comparing Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4(a), the most immediate and obvious change is
a shift in the average value of the proximity ratio. The cause of this shift was not
immediately apparent. The index difference between FC-40 and water is small, only
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0.04, and would not be expected to significantly affect the dye lifetime or RF . We
have no evidence that the crosstalk or γ changes in the attodroplet samples, although
the background is somewhat smaller for attodroplets because they are more dilute
than molecules and the perfluorinates seem to contribute less background than water
in any case. FRET for this system was also insensitive to salt concentration between
100 mM and 800 mM (data not shown).
On the other hand, a decrease in pH causes a shift in FRET that is demonstrated
in Figs. 3.4(b) and (c), which are taken at pH 6 and pH 4, respectively. Similar data
were acquired at pH 3 and 5; between pH 3 and pH 6 the proximity data in solution
are unchanged.
The other obvious difference between Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 are the shapes of the
distribution. A direct comparison of low pH data in droplets and solution is given
in Fig. 3.5. The low pH solution data falls in a similar range as the droplet data,
but the attodroplet distribution shows a clear heterogeneity that the solution data
does not. However, the broadness of the low-pH solution distribution would seem to
hint at dynamics on a time scale longer than the interphoton-arrival time but shorter
than the bin time. Unfortunately, efforts to substantially decrease the bin time of
the solution data also decrease the average photon number, which just broadens the
distribution again. Efforts to narrow the distribution by increasing Nth also failed:
for some of the low pH data in solution, the increase in brightness made it possible
to increase the threshold in Nth to 50 instead of 25. This gave a value for 〈Nt〉 that
was similar to that of the droplet data with a threshold of 25, leaving 290 bins under
the FRET peak. No significant change in the shape of the FRET peak was evident.
It was not possible to resolve distinct peaks in the solution data at low pH.
FCS data were acquired to address this point by investigating the underlying
photo-physical origin of the broadening in the proximity histogram. These measure-
ments also served to directly demonstrate the improved dynamic range that droplet-
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Figure 3.5. Proximity histograms from (a) freely diffusing RNA at pH 4, (b)droplet-
confined RNA with FC-40 as the continuous phase and (c) with FC-77 as the con-
tinuous phase. Fitting parameters are given in Table C.5. In all three cases, two
beta PDFs are used to fit the FRET peak(s), although in (a) a single beta PDF is
sufficient for a good fit, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.4. Photon bin time is 2 ms, and the
threshold for inclusion in the histogram is set at (a) Nth > 25 and (b, c) Nth > 75.
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confinement affords. FCS of RNA in attodroplets and RNA in solution are shown
in Fig. 3.6(a), with residuals for each fit in panels (b)-(f). For the purposes of FCS,
the RNA is labeled only with the donor. Attodroplets are denoted by diamonds in
FC-77 and by triangles in FC-40. Solution data at pH 7 is denoted by squares, pH
6 by ‘×’, and pH 3 by ‘+’. ACFs at pH 4 and 5 fall between those at pH 3 and 6,
with an amplitude that increases with decreasing pH. The fit parameters for the data
of Fig. 3.6 are given in Table 1. In solution at pH 7, the FCS behaves as expected
for Cy3 on RNA,[177] with a single diffusion time of 224 µs, a fast triplet (2 µs)
and slower isomer (50 µs). The ACF at pH 7.8 is similar. If the pH is lowered to 6,
the ACF changes dramatically. Kinetic terms still describe a triplet and an isomer.
However, the data are best fit by a longer diffusive term. This might be naively at-
tributed to large aggregates forming at low pH, but this seems unlikely given that the
concentration of RNA here is 200 pM. Furthermore, there is no evidence for two dif-
fusive species (e.g. a monomer and an aggregate) from the FCS data, while the PCH
indicates an additional bright species at low pH that occupies only a small percent
of the population. Rather, we suspect that this apparent increase in diffusion time
is an artifact caused by a kinetic term for transformations between the bright and
dim species that occurs on a time scale too long to be modeled using Eq. 3.6; that
is, the correlation time for conversion is of the order or somewhat longer than the
diffusion time. In this case there is no good analytical model for the FCS function
in terms of the dynamics, Eq. 3.7 in particular is not valid, and it would perhaps
not be unusual for dynamical behavior to mimic a longer diffusion time. Such an
interconversion might also explain the very broad low pH solution FRET data. We
are working towards a model for FCS to test this assertion.
The situation in droplets is quite different. Despite there is no known analytical
functional form ACF in droplets, by fitting to a two component model (Sec. C.5)
we observed two distinct diffusive timescales; attempts to fit with multiple kinetic
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Figure 3.6. FCS data, fits, and residuals for donor-only labeled RNA. Diamonds
denote attodroplets in FC-77; triangles denote attodroplets in FC-40, squares denote
solution data at pH 7, × denotes solution data taken at pH 6.0, and + denotes
solution data at pH 3.0. FCS data and fits are shown in panel (a); residuals are below
in panels (b)-(e). The larger residuals for droplet data seen in (b) and (c) result from
the difficulty of sampling a sufficient number of the slowest-moving droplets, which
contribute substantially to the deviations at long correlation times.
sample A1 τD (µs) FT τkT (µs) FI τkI (µs)
pH 3 11.57 (0.49) 483 (23) 0.22 (0.04) 5.93 (2.44) 0.27 (0.04) 83 (28)
pH 6 8.64 (0.51) 366 (24) 0.29 (0.05) 2.53 (0.95) 0.29 (0.04) 76 (23)
pH 7 6.45 (0.07) 224 (3) 0.34 (0.04) 1.96 (0.34) 0.17 (0.01) 50 (6)
Table 3.1. Fit parameters for the solution data of Fig. 3.6 for a function of the form
of Eq. 3.7. Uncertainties are given in parentheses.
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sample A2 τD2 (ms) A1 τD1 (µs) FT τkT (µs) FI τkI (µs)
FC 40 10.84 (0.99) 29.83 (2.64) 13.29 (0.9) 3093 (413) 0.42 (0.04) 1.37 (0.27) 0.10 (0.01) 34.7 (11.2)
FC 77 12.22 (0.75) 9.61 (0.50) 4.83 (0.61) 930 (322) 0.49 (0.04) 1.13 (0.19) 0.11 (0.02) 30.00 (0.53)
Table 3.2. Fit parameters for the droplet data of Fig. 3.6 for a function of the form
of Eq. 3.7. Uncertainties are given in parentheses.
sample A τD (ms) B τB (µs) α FT τkT (µs) FI τkI (µs)
FC 40 14.75 (0.72) 24.16 (1.63) 0.67 (0.1) 3354 (423) 0.74 (0.08) 0.43 (0.05) 1.24 (0.3) 0.09 (0.02) 23.6 (9.9)
FC 77 13.59 (0.44) 8.88 (0.34) 0.31 (0.08) 784 (213) 0.66 (0.20) 0.51 (0.06) 0.92 (0.21) 0.12 (0.03) 14.8 (6.7)
Table 3.3. Fit parameters for the droplet data of Fig. 3.6 for a function of the form
of Eq. 3.8 (model was not shown in the figure). Uncertainties are given in parentheses.
timescales gave substantially worse fit results (Table 3.2). The longer diffusive time
unambiguously corresponds to the diffusion time of the droplets through the detec-
tion volume. Other relevant time scales include the diffusion time of the molecule
across the droplet and diffusion time of the molecule across the detection volume. For
droplets very much larger than the detection volume, this faster time should approach
the same diffusion time seen for RNA in solution. For droplets much smaller than
the detection volume, the only relevant time scale will be that of droplet diffusion.
Here we are in an intermediate regime where this smaller diffusion time appears to
be somewhere between the two limiting timescales. No evidence for a slow inter-
conversion, other than the triplet and isomer, is evident in the droplet data. Static
populations with different brightness are not evident in FCS but show up clearly in
the PCH and are the likely cause of heterogeneity in the FRET data.
Here the FCS simulations provide a better description of the system. Our sim-
ulations show that the longer correlation time in ACF corresponds to the diffusion
time of the most frequently observed size droplets. When the droplets are diffusing
in FC-40, parameters describing size distribution (assuming lognormal) are µ = 4.88,
σ = 0.20, and Mode = 126.5 nm. In addition, the acquired ACF from same simula-
tion data is found to be almost completely overlapping with the experimental ACF,
when the diffusion time of molecule within a droplet is long (on the order of a mil-
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lisecond). If it is considered as an effect of only the viscosity, this long diffusion time
corresponds to a dynamic viscosity of 16 cP within droplets. Comparison of simulated
and experimental ACFs are shown in Fig. 3.7.
Figure 3.7. Comparison of simulated (red solid line) and experimental (blue +)
ACFs. Simulation assumes droplets are in FC-40. Size distribution parameters are
µ = 4.88 and σ = 0.20. Bulk RNA concentration was set to be 10 nM. Actual data
for simulation and for experiment can be found in the place provided in Table. D.10.
Measurements of pH in droplets as we have shown in Table. 2.4 confirm that
the attodroplet environment is quite acidic. Although, only reported values were for
droplets in FC-40, similar measurements for droplets in FC-77 showed similar results
(data not shown). Moreover, the effect of enzymatic oxygen quenching system and/or
reducer/oxidizer (ROXS) system on droplet pH was not more than 0.1. Similar effect
was observed between the cases of having a surfactant in droplet making procedure
or not.
We also showed that just to push the droplet pH to near neutral values we needed
to add 50 mM or more NaOH into bulk RNA solution prior to droplet making. Never-
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theless, creating a highly basic environment in bulk solution provokes dye cleavage at
the end of RNA. Therefore, we used maximum 20 mM NaOH in bulk RNA solution
prior to FRET measurements which was supposed to increase droplet pH to 6.47.
Consistent with the results of solution FRET data, proximity ratio histograms taken
with between 0 and 20 mM NaOH (Fig. C.3) showed no systematic change from the
data of Fig. 3.3, although the relative height of the two peaks identified in Fig. 3.3
did change from data set to data set. This change did not appear to be related to
pH; while the high FRET peak was nearly always smaller than the low FRET peak,
the relative amplitudes changed between data sets even for samples prepared in the
same way.
3.5 Discussion
Neither RNA nor the indocarbocyanine dyes used here are expected to undergo
large structural changes at low pH. However, while most ribonucleotides have a pKa
below 4, the exception is CMP with a pKa of 4.5; the presence of the phosphate
backbone can also increase the pKa.[13] It seems likely that the slow dynamics ap-
parent at low pH are due to a changing interaction between the dye and the RNA.
For example, if protonation of the terminal C causes a fraying of the end of the RNA,
the cyanine dyes could be intercalating into the single strand. This is consistent with
observations that Cy3 is brighter on single-stranded oligonucleotides, and that the
presence of Cy3 can lower the melting temperature of RNA; effects that have been
attributed to intercalation.[133] Intermittent cyanine dye intercalation, made possible
by RNA fraying due to protonation of the cytosine, might explain the broad FRET
peak, the bright species evident at low pH, and the FCS results in solution at low
pH.
The situation in droplets is more interesting. The bright species is present, and
the average value for the proximity ratio is similar to that observed in solution at
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low pH this is consistent with the previous pH measurements in Sec. 2.3. However,
the shape of the proximity distribution is qualitatively different for droplets and
solution data. If the broadening or splitting of the FRET peaks is due to different
configurations of the dye on the RNA, then in droplets the transition between states
appears static on the timescale of the FCS measurements. Observed long diffusion
times in droplets through FCS modelling may be a clue for the mechanism within
droplets which provides static like heterogeneity here.
There is a small possibility that the difference in the shapes of the proximity
histograms of Fig. 3.5 might simply arise from the significantly greater number of
photons collected from FRET data in droplets, which leads to narrower FRET peaks
because of reduced shot noise. If this was the case, then it should be possible to see a
similar shape in both sets of histograms by thresholding in such a way that the shot
noise is similar for solution and droplet data. The limitations of FRET with freely-
diffusing molecules make this a difficult comparison, but we did make the attempt;
the disparities in the proximity distributions persisted.
One difference between the droplet and bulk environment that cannot be ignored
is that the droplet contents are determined stochastically at the time of droplet for-
mation. This may help further the apparent static heterogeneity of RNA in droplets.
Drop-to-drop changes in NaCl at 200 mM is probably not a significant player in this
regard, since there are an average of 1.2 million salt molecules in a typical 10 aL
droplet. Furthermore, changes in salt concentration from 100 mM up to 800 mM in
solution made no noticeable difference in FRET (data not shown). However, small
changes in the content of hydronium or hydroxyl ions can make an enormous change
in the pH of the droplet. Consider that in a 10 aL droplet, pure water would have only
0.6 hydronium ions, on average. Buffer at 20 mM will have an average of 120,000
molecules in the same droplet, which would seem to be sufficient to maintain pH.
However, the effect of the surface cannot be ignored. While the surfactant used here
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is uncharged, up to 5% of the surfactant components are unreacted,[72] potentially
giving millions of acid groups on the surface of a typical droplet. However, as dis-
cussed above and shown previously,[54] it is quite possible to make attodroplets in
these oils without surfactant; in that case, the pH increases only marginally and is
still similar to measured values in Table. 2.4. As the last contributor to stochastic
nature of droplet contents, diffusion time for individual molecules within droplets
can change as a function of droplet radius. Having said that, there is a possibility
that interactions with the boundary might affect dynamics in the droplet. Negative
charge accumulation and the binding of hydroxyl ions to PFC/water interface [105]
can result in reorganization of water within droplets and so might explain the slower




With notable exceptions,[120, 78, 124] almost all analysis of FRET data assumes
dyes that are freely rotating on a timescale that is fast compared to τD. Indeed it
is now common to extract distances or distance distributions from FRET data in
this limit. Here we have modeled a common system for which steric hindrance and
“sticking” of the dyes on RNA makes the slow-rotation approximation a better choice.
For fast free-rotation, it is well known that fast distance fluctuations about R = 〈R〉
result in an increase in FRET over the case of static R. [151] Here we see a case where
slow-rotation and steric hindrance gives a reduction in the FRET efficiency over what
might be expected from static values of R = 〈R〉 and κ2 = 〈κ2〉.
The failure of the free-rotation approximation for 5’ attached dyes is perhaps
not surprising given that the κ2 distribution from the MD simulation is quite differ-
ent than what would be expected for free rotation. However, for 3’ attached dyes
we find considerable configurational freedom that mimics the distribution of κ2 for
freely-rotating dipoles. This is not sufficient to justify the use of the freely-rotating
approximation because the coherence time for free rotation is longer than τD in all
cases explored here. None of the approximate forms are as accurate as the MC sim-
ulation, which accounts naturally for the large range of coherence times for both R
and κ2.
The details of dye configuration and dynamics and the predicted FRET distribu-
tions were also shown to depend on the terminal base. The work of Iqbal et al.,[78]
showed dramatic oscillation in FRET as a function of duplex length due to base stack-
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ing; the nucleic acids used in their work had Cy3 and Cy5 attached to a 5’ terminal
cytosine. Of those modeled here, this is the configuration for which we would expect
the greatest effect of stacking and the largest correlation between R and κ2, as only
one structure dominates for cyanine dyes on 5’ terminal C, Fig. 1.5(a) and (c). We
have not modeled cyanines on A or U, but note that Spiriti et al.[159] predict that
stacking interactions are weakest for Cy3 attached to T on B-DNA. They further
point out that this might be attributed to the methyl group on thymine, which is
absent in RNA as T is replaced by U.
In summary, in Chapter. 1, we have shown that FRET from cyanine dyes attached
to RNA depends on both the terminal base[159] and the details of how the dyes are
linked to the RNA. In three of four cases studied, 3’ attached dyes do not achieve a
stable stacked configuration; these dyes explore a much larger region of configuration
space than 5’ attached dyes. The configurational freedom is particularly evident for
dyes attached to a 3’ terminal G. An exception is Cy5 on a 3’ terminal C, which is
found almost entirely in the stacked geometry. The configurational freedom of Cy3
at the 3’ terminus is sufficient to yield a distribution of κ2 similar to that expected
for freely rotating dyes. Nonetheless, the use of the free-rotation approximation is
unjustified for any attachment of cyanine dyes studied here; this is due to the presence
of rotational coherences that are both slower and faster than τD, and correlations
between κ2 and R. From comparison with the MC simulations, we see that the best
analytical model for these duplexes assumes slow relative rotation of the dyes and
fast fluctuations in relative distance.
In Chapter. 2, we have presented a simple and efficient emulsification procedure
for making sub-micron size aqueous droplets. Characterization studies in terms of
droplet sizes on the emulsion system were once done by conventional DLS technique.
A new, cost and labor effective method, which utilizes Mie scattering theory, for
same measurements has been presented. Results of new method has been shown to
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be in agreement with the DLS measurements. Although further proof of its sensitivity
postponed to FCS measurement results through modelling in Chapter. 3, new method
was expected to be more precise than DLS thanks to the Mie scattering. It has also
been shown that versatile nature of the new method makes it superior to DLS, because
it allows the size measurements as well as pH measurements within droplets in a single
experiment simultaneously.
In addition, pH within sub-micron size droplets has been shown much lower than
initial bulk solution prior to droplet making. Attempts for controlling the pH within
droplets by introducing strong base into initial bulk solution only increased it to
near neutral values. Comparison of our results with the literature suggests that the
pH drop is mostly driven by the interface. Therefore, we have concluded that the
implications of our results cover a wide range of emulsion studies whenever sub-micron
size W/O emulsions are used.
In Chapter. 3, we have further proved that the droplet environment is acidic
and translational diffusion across the volume is substantially slower than would be
expected in from the bulk properties of water. These unique properties of attoliter
droplets has shown to be driven by the physical properties of the oil/water interface,
particularly the droplet radius. Although these were considered to be the source
of static heterogeneity in FRET, the actual reason for heterogeneity in small RNA
system is currently unknown.
In picoliter droplets commonly used today, pH changes and viscosity differences
are minimal because the surface/volume ratio is three orders of magnitude smaller
than we use here, giving relatively more buffer per surface area. We have shown that
to control pH in these very small droplets requires the addition of a considerable
excess of a strong base, which may not be compatible with the biomolecules in the
bulk phase. It seems likely that a surfactant capable of directly buffering the surface
will need to be employed to successfully control pH in droplets. Alternatively, a
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polyprotic buffer system (multiple pKa values) has also been considered to have the
potential for resisting the interface driven pH changes.
The high signal-to-noise and the extended dynamic range of FCS afforded by
attodroplet confinement is at once promising and challenging. We have demonstrated
that attodroplet confinement significantly extends the dynamic range of solution FCS
measurements, and increases the signal-to-noise of FRET measurements, not only
by slowing the diffusion of molecules through a detection volume but also slowing
them down within the droplets too by observed long diffusion times. We have also
demonstrated that attodroplet confinement appears to reveal heterogeneities that
might be hidden in solution data.
Even though, the low pH was manifested itself as a problem for FRET of the
small RNA duplex we used here, attoliter droplets should be considered a very strong
and robust alternative to currently available single-molecule techniques. To mini-
mum, long diffusion times of droplets a well as the diffusion times within droplets in
addition to stochastic nature of the droplet environment offer an experimental sys-
tem virtually equivalent to surface attachment techniques but providing much more
detail information on state space of the molecules within. More importantly, they
provide these informations without any need of a linker which is potentially a source
of perturbations.
We have noted that the use of single-molecule fluorescence gives us a new tool
to investigate the attodroplet interior, and by doing so elucidate the nature of the
perfluorinate/water boundary and provide new routes to control the chemical and
physical environment in these very small reactors. In that sense, modelling FCS
was crucial in the lack of analytical models. Furthermore, the versatile structure of
simulation code allows us to alter system parameters as we like, so we are currently
able to calculate synthetic correlation functions for various system geometries as well
as various forms of point spread functions.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR FRET OF A
SHORT RNA: EFFECT OF ATTACHMENT STRATEGY
ON FREE ROTATION
A.1 MD trajectories
Trajectories of R, κ2, and E for the 5′R, 3′F, and 3′R duplexes are shown in
Figs. A.1, A.2 and A.3 respectively. To avoid plotting 300,000 points, each trajectory
is a two-dimensional histogram 500 bins along the abscissa and 300 along the ordinate.
The distance between the geometrical centers of the dye molecules, R, is shown in
panel (a) of each figure. The orientation factor κ2 is given by 5 in the text and
shown in panel (b) of each figure. The transition dipoles used to calculate κ2 are
approximated to be parallel to the conjugated bond structure between the two indole-
like moieties. E is the instantaneous value of energy transfer efficiency, calculated
from Eqs. 1 to 3 in the text using the MD trajectories for R and κ2 and taking
R0 = 5.8 nm.[181, 117, 135, 120].
A.2 Additional considerations in modeling
A.2.1 Ergodicity of the MD simulation
The requirement for ergodicity of the MD simulation presents challenges. Our MD
simulation was limited by computational speed to compute at best tens of nanoseconds
per day. This is typically more than two orders of magnitude shorter than the average
time between photons in a typical single-fluorophore sensitive measurement, and much
shorter than conformational switching events that are typically studied by single-

























Figure A.1. Trajectories and histograms for 5′R duplex. (a) The distance R between
the center of mass of the two dyes; a histogram of R values is on the right. (b) The
orientation factor κ2; a histogram of κ2 values is on the right. (c) Instantaneous values
of E; a histogram of E values is on the right. Here 〈R〉 = 5.08 nm, 〈κ2〉 = 0.36, and
〈E〉 = 0.447. The Pearson coefficient between κ2 and R is −0.008. To avoid plotting
300,000 points, each figure is a two-dimensional histogram 500 bins wide and 300 tall
using grayscale where white corresponds to 0 occurrences and black corresponds to
(a) ≥ 50 occurrences; (b)≥ 100 occurrences; (c)≥ 30 occurrences. In all cases ≤ 2.4%

























Figure A.2. Trajectories and histograms for 3′F duplex. (a) The distance R between
the center of mass of the two dyes; a histogram of R values is on the right. (b) The
orientation factor κ2; a histogram of κ2 values is on the right. (c) Instantaneous values
of E; a histogram of E values is on the right. Here 〈R〉 = 5.50 nm, 〈κ2〉 = 0.53, and
〈E〉 = 0.402. The Pearson coefficient between κ2 and R is 0.037. To avoid plotting
300,000 points, each figure is a two-dimensional histogram 500 bins wide and 300 tall
using grayscale where white corresponds to 0 occurrences and black corresponds to
(a)≥ 50 occurrences; (b)≥ 100 occurrences; (c)≥ 30 occurrences. In all cases ≤ 0.3%

























Figure A.3. Trajectories and histograms for 3′R duplex. (a) The distance R between
the center of mass of the two dyes; a histogram of R values is on the right. (b) The
orientation factor κ2; a histogram of κ2 values is on the right. (c) Instantaneous values
of E; a histogram of E values is on the right. Here 〈R〉 = 5.34 nm, 〈κ2〉 = 0.43, and
〈E〉 = 0.392. The Pearson coefficient between κ2 and R is −0.133. To avoid plotting
300,000 points, each figure is a two-dimensional histogram 500 bins wide and 300 tall
using grayscale where white corresponds to 0 occurrences and black corresponds to
(a)≥ 50 occurrences; (b)≥ 100 occurrences;(c), black ≥ 30 occurrences. In all cases
≤ 0.4% of the non-zero pixels are saturated.
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to sample wider regions of phase space do not guarantee ergodicity without a priori
knowledge of accessible states.
In the simulations discussed here, there are obvious fluctuations in R and κ2
that occur on the timescale of tens of nanoseconds. It is not surprising then, that
large variations in the predicted value of FRET occur for runs less than 100 ns.
However, within the limitations of our simulation, we do find that the predicted
FRET distribution generated by MC methods does not change substantially after
























Figure A.4. FRET efficiency histograms of (a) the instantaneous and (b) MC pre-
dicted E distribution for the 5′F duplex after 80 ns (light gray), 160 ns (gray), 240
ns (dark gray), and 300 ns (black).
A.2.2 Correlation of the fluctuations in R and κ2
Autocorrelation functions of R and κ2 are given in Figs. A.8 and A.9, respectively.
From these correlation functions it is clear that there are both long and short compo-
nents to the correlation times. As expected from the results in the text, Fig.A.8 shows
correlation times for R are shorter than those of Fig. A.9 for κ2. Because most of
these correlation functions have significant artifacts associated with the finite length

























Figure A.5. FRET efficiency histograms of (a) the instantaneous and (b) MC pre-
dicted E distribution for the 5′R duplex after 80 ns (light gray), 160 ns (gray), 240

























Figure A.6. FRET efficiency histograms of (a) the instantaneous and (b) MC pre-
dicted E distribution for the 3′F duplex after 80 ns (light gray), 160 ns (gray), 240

























Figure A.7. FRET efficiency histograms of (a) the instantaneous and (b) MC pre-
dicted E distribution for the 3′R duplex after 80 ns (light gray), 160 ns (gray), 240




















Figure A.8. Autocorrelation function of the 300 ns trajectory for R for the (a) 3′R,





















Figure A.9. Autocorrelation function of the 300 ns trajectory for κ2 for the (a) 3′R,
(b) 3′F, (c) 5′R, (d) 5′F duplexes.
A.2.3 Data Acquisition and Analysis
Donor (Cy3) and acceptor (Cy5) labeled ribonucleotides were prepared in 20 mM
HEPES-NaOH at pH 7.8 with 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl2. In this buffer, RNA at
2.5 µM was heated to 90 ◦C in 5 minutes and then incubated at 90 ◦C for 60 minutes
before cooling to 4 ◦C over 60 minutes. The resulting dsRNA samples were then
diluted to a concentration of 100 pM with 15 nM protocatechuate-3,4-dioxygenase
(PCD) and 5 mM protocatechuic acid (PCA) as an enzymatic oxygen quenching
system.[1]
Single-molecule sensitive FRET measurements were accomplished using an Olym-
pus IX50 inverted microscope modified for confocal microscopy and a UPlanSApo 60X
1.2 NA water immersion lens. The 514 nm line of an all-lines air-cooled argon-krypton
laser was used at an excitation power of 50 µW. Fluorescent photons were detected in
two channels (donor, acceptor) using PerkinElmer SPCM-AQRH-15 avalanche pho-
todiodes. Photon timing information was recorded with 8 ns timing resolution using
homemade circuitry. Optics and circuitry are described in detail elsewhere.[53]
FRET histograms were corrected for background, crosstalk, and the differences
in quantum yield and/or collection efficiency of the acceptor and donor channels
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(contained in the detection-correction factor, γ). To construct FRET histograms,
photon arrival times in each of two channels (donor and acceptor) were histogrammed
into 5 ms bins. Bins with more than 20 photons (sum of both channels), corresponding
to a labeled RNA molecule crossing the detection volume, were used in calculations
of FRET. Background rates in the donor and acceptor channels were determined by
taking the average number of counts per bin for all bins below the threshold of 20
counts; this overestimated background by as much as 8% when compared with a
background determination based on statistical inference, but the difference in final
FRET values is inconsequential to the results here. The crosstalk, χ = 0.18, from the
donor to the acceptor channel was determined from data taken on RNA molecules
prepared as described above, but missing Cy5. The detection-correction factor, γ,
was determined for each data set by considering the average number of photons per
bin in the FRET peak, and the average number of photons per bin in a donor-only
sample. The uncertainty is an estimate arrived at by considering different values of
bin and threshold. γ is then given by:
γ = χ− 〈N
FRET
a 〉 − 〈NDonlya 〉
〈NFRETd 〉 − 〈NDonlyd 〉
(A.1)
The FRET efficiency was computed for each bin using
E =
Na − χNd
Na − χNd + γNd (A.2)
Here N refers to the number of photons in each above-threshold bin, corrected
for background. The subscripts a and d refer to photons in the acceptor or donor
channel respectively. The superscripts FRET and Donly refer to photons associated
with the FRET peak for FRET data and the single donor peak for donor-only data.




CHARACTERIZATION OF SUB-MICRON SIZE
DROPLETS FOR SINGLE-MOLECULE STUDIES
B.1 Light Attenuation by Mie Scattering and Modelling
B.1.1 Direct Application of Mie Theory
The actual formulas for Mie scattering are well known [14]. The solution for
finding the Mie scattering cross-section of a given size spherical particle involves an
incident plane wave and an outgoing spherical scattered wave. Because of the spher-
ical symmetry of the system, the incident wave is expanded as an infinite series of
vector spherical harmonics. Using the boundary conditions for electric and magnetic
fields and after considerable mathematical manipulation, scattered fields can be de-
termined. Procedure can be followed by the calculation of differential and total cross
sections for spherical particle. Key parameters for these calculations are the Mie coef-
ficients an and bn to compute the amplitudes of the scattered field. These parameters











n (x)]− µh(1)n (x)∂x[mxjn(mx)]
;
(B.1)
where m is the relative refractive index of the sphere, the jn’s are spherical Bessel
functions of the first kind, the hn’s are spherical Hankel functions, µ and µ1 are the
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magnetic permeability of the sphere and surrounding medium, respectively. For the
present case µ = µ1 , and hence they cancel. The quantity x = (2pinmediar)/λ is
called the size parameter and ∂x indicate derivatives with respect to x.
Using the Mie coefficients an and bn, extinction efficiency for a spherical scatterer,
and the reduced attenuation spectra of a bulk homogeneous uniform size sample can






(2n+ 1)Re(an + bn),
Ared = N0Qextpir
2 (B.2)
where Ared is the reduced attenuation (absorbance) of light by scattering so that
A = lAred in which l is the path length of instrument, Qext is the unitless extinc-
tion efficiency, N0 is the particle number density and r is the particle radius. The
framework can be extended to approximate a multi-sized scattering particle medium
by summing the scattering contributions over all particle sizes and adding an ap-
proximate normalized size distribution factor wi that compensates for the number of









wi = 1 (B.3)
The Eq. B.3 is a direct application of Mie scattering calculations to a real system.
Because Qext values are actually infinite sums, they are often calculated up to a
proposed value of nmax [14] given by;
nmax = x+ 4x
1/3 + 2 (B.4)
Consequently, above method doesn’t provide an analytical expression for describ-
ing the light attenuation. To model the experimental data, one needs to first construct
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a grid of Qext values as a function of scatterer sizes and applied wavelengths. Once
Qext values are calculated, using some a priori information about the particle size
distribution, light attenuation data can numerically be reconstructed. As a last in-
gredient to the method, Ared can be converted to actual absorption by multiplying
it with the measurement path-length in the experiment. Then, the attenuation in










wi = 1 (B.5)
The size distribution for the droplets in an emulsion can be practically any kind
of heavy-tailed distribution. This is a family of probability distributions which have
heavier tails than the exponential distribution. The reason of having a heavy-tailed
droplet sizes was explained in literature by a very simple model of two competing
precesses. First is the one drives the disintegration in system, which can be called
homogenization process. The second is the opposite of homogenization, which can be
called coalescence process. A simple differential for describing the size distribution in






(X − x) (B.6)
where n is the number of droplets with the size x, a is the net rate constant for
homogenization process, X is the characteristic or most frequent size for the droplets,
and N is the total number of droplets in the system. Using the constraints on the
size distribution of droplets
∞∫
0
f(x)dx = 1, and positive semi-definite nature of f(x),








As it is seen in Eq. B.7, particle sizes in an emulsion can follow Γ distribution. On
the other hand, for all practical purposes, droplet size distribution within emulsions
are considered as lognormal distribution [107, 130, 116].
Therefore, for reconstructing the attenuation data in Eq. B.5, wi values are cho-
sen from a lognormal distribution. Lognormal distribution can be expressed by two
parameters µ and σ which are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the
variable’s (x) natural logarithm. Therefore the functional form for the probability








2σ2 , for x > 0 (B.8)
PDF in Eq. B.8 can be equivalently described any two independent parameters
of the distribution. For all practical purposes, we used the parameters median (2-
quantile or the radius value separating the higher half of the PDF of sizes from
lower half), and mode (the radius value that appears most often in PDF) to describe
it. These two parameters and their relations with parameters µ and σ are given as
following;
Median = eµ , Mode = eµ−σ
2







The application of above procedure to data as shown in Sec. 2.3.1 was done as
following. First, Qext values were calculated for a droplet size range of 10 nm to 1000
nm (by 1 nm increments) and a wavelength range of 400 nm to 850 nm (by 1 nm
increments). This was done with a software (Mie Scattering Calculator, developed
by Scott Prahl) which can be found in the public domain at http://omlc.ogi.edu/
calc/mie_calc.html. A Python code fragment for calculating the Qext values as
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well as a short “HowTo” document is provided in Sec. D.2. Storage locations of
calculated Qext values for droplets in FC40, FC77, and polystyrene beads in water
are given in Table D.6. Based on initial guess of parameters Median and Mode,
weights wi for the size distribution was assigned using Eq. B.8. In addition, an initial
guess for the number density of droplets N0 was made. Finally using the Eq. B.5,
a numeric absorption function was constructed. Fitting of the numeric function was
done using constrained Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares method over
the parameters N0, Median and Mode, meaning that at every step of iteration over
the fitting parameters, numeric absorption function was reconstructed using updated
weights.
B.1.2 Attenuation Power Law Fit: A˚ngstro¨m Formula
Rather than applying Mie scattering theory directly, an alternative and more
empirical approach can be used for light attenuation through bulk of Mie scatterers.
The method first proposed by A˚ngstro¨m for quantifying the particulate matter size
in atmosphere [3, 84]. It basically relates the transmission (T ) to the concentration
and sizes of scatterers inside the medium under the assumption of spherical scatterers




= e−lτ , (B.10)
in which τ is the Optical thickness or Optical depth. Optical thickness is given by,
τ = βλα. (B.11)
where λ is the wavelength of light, β is called the turbidity coefficient, and α is the
A˚ngstro¨m exponent. Eq. B.11 in log-log scale is;
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log10 τ = log10 β + α log10 λ, (B.12)
Therefore Eq. B.12 is linear with log of wavelength (log λ). In a later work, King
and Byrne suggested that A˚ngstro¨m formula needs to have an additional second order
term in log-log scale for correcting the finite size distributions of Mie scatterers [87,
162]. Corrected form of the equation is;
log10 τ = a0 + a1 log10 λ+ a2(log10 λ)
2. (B.13)
Although, Eq. B.13 is derived by considering the transmission through a series of
Mie scatterers, one can adapt it for absorption measurements. Relation between ab-
sorption (A) and transmission (T ) for a typical UV/Visible absorption measurement
is give by;
A = − log10 T, (B.14)
Using Eqs. B.10 and B.13, Eq. B.14 can be rewritten as;
A = l




The A˚ngstro¨m Formula in the the form of Eq. B.15 is a functional form that
attenuation data is supposed to follow. On the other hand, Eq. B.5 as the direct
application of Mie scattering theory is a numeric form. It is easier to work with former
in the fits, so for BTB loaded droplets we preferred to identify the Mie scattering part
of the absorption/attenuation by using A˚ngstro¨m Formula.
Only assumption in the fitting procedure was the summability of attenuations
by real absorption of BTB and by the Mie scattering of the droplets so that Atot =
AMie + ABTB. For simplicity, BTB absorption was expected to contribute the total
signal below a fixed wavelength λ0. Thus the rest of the data which corresponds
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λ ≥ λ0 was used in fits to A˚ngstro¨m formula. Best results were found when λ0 = 650
nm. In the absence of BTB, i.e. absorption from empty droplets, whole data set was
used for fits. Although, there is no easy way of interpreting their meaning in terms
of the size parameters, fit parameter values for the empty droplet experiments are
given in Tables. B.1 and B.2. Actual data used in fits were given in Figs. 2.4 and 2.6
correspondingly.
a0 a1 a2
Sample 1 4.87 (0.13) -1.25 (0.09) -0.22 (0.02)
Sample 2 4.84 (0.14) -1.00 (0.07) -0.26 (0.02)
Table B.1. Fitting coefficients for A˚ngstro¨m formula to the data shown in Fig. 2.4.
Actual data can be found in the place provided in Table D.2.
t (min) a0 a1 a2
0 4.87 (0.13) -1.25 (0.09) -0.22 (0.02)
10 4.41 (0.35) -1.00 (0.21) -0.25 (0.05)
20 4.34 (0.22) -1.00 (0.13) -0.25 (0.03)
30 4.25 (0.51) -1.00 (0.31) -0.25 (0.06)
Table B.2. Fitting coefficients for A˚ngstro¨m formula to the data shown in Fig. 2.6.
Actual data can be found in the place provided in Table D.3.
B.2 Ratio-metric pH Measurements : Absorption
Aqueous solution of a pH sensitive fluorophore contains both of its conjugate acid
and base forms. Thus it is considered as an equilibrium reaction between two species.
HA+H2O ⇀↽ H3O
+ + A− (B.16)






Total fluorophore concentration and the concentrations of each forms are;
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[HA]tot = [A
−] + [HA], [A−] = fA− [HA]tot, and [HA] = fHA[HA]tot (B.18)
in which fHA and fA− are the molar fractions of conjugate acid and base forms










Using the Eqs. B.18 and B.19, absorption from a mixture both forms (assuming
unit path length) at a specific wavelength (λ) can be written as;













+] + A−Ka) (B.20)
in which HA(λ) and A−(λ) are extinction coefficients or equivalently absorption
efficiencies of acidic and basic forms respectively at the specific wavelength (λ).
Clearly the Eq. B.20 is a function of total fluorophore concentration ([HA]tot).
This is not a desirable dependency particularly when the fluorophore concentration
can not be controlled. To overcome the problem a ratio-metric method can be used so
that rather than measuring absorption at single wavelength, two different wavelengths
(λ1 and λ2) are used. The ratio of these two measurements is not concentration








By defining a news set of parameters and rewriting pH and pKa, Eq. B.21 can be













, γ = log( HA(λ2)
A− (λ2)
) + pKa, [H3O
+] = 10−pH , and
Ka = 10
−pKa . If λ2 is chosen to be isosbestic point of the fluorophore meaning
that both acidic and basic forms have same absorption efficiencies, HA(λisosbestic) =
A−(λisosbestic), then fitting parameter γ is actually -pKa. Once the fitting parameters
are found, either of Eq. B.21 or B.22 can equivalently be used for pH sensing by
feeding any of them with a measured absorption ratio [67, 31, 8, 12].
To apply ratio-metric method to BTB, we first did a series of calibration measure-
ments. This was done by dissolving 1 µM dye in a buffer solution of 20 mM Tris and
200 mM NaCl at different pH. Absorption measurements were done using a UV/Vis
spectrophotometer described in 2.2.3. Results of absorption measurements are shown
in Fig. B.1.
Absorption maxima for the basic form of BTB was reported to be in the range of
613 nm to 619 nm [33, 88]. Also the isosbestic point of BTB was measured to be in the
range of 489 nm to 508 nm [74]. Based on these information, we chose to use absorp-
tion values of BTB at 619 nm and 500 nm for pH sensing. Thus Eq. B.22 was fitted
to measured absorption ratios A619/500 found through the calibration experiments.
Resultant sigmoid curve of fitting is shown in Fig. B.2.
Fitting parameters were found to be; α = 0.07 (0.03), β = 8.49 (0.51), and γ =
7.09 (0.03). Here because of the choice of isosbestic point, pKa of the BTB was found
to be 7.09 (0.03) which is in agreement with the reported literature value of 7.1 [88].
B.3 Ratiometric pH Measurements : Emission
The method presented in Sec. B.3 can equivalently be applied to emission spectra
of a pH sensitive fluorophore as long as the excitation wavelength is set to be isosbestic
point of the dye. By doing that, one can guarantee that the absorption efficiencies of
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Figure B.1. BTB absorption in different pH buffers for calibration; 0.9 (blue), 5.8
(green), 6.3 (red), 6.8 (cyan), 7.2 (magenta), and 13.6 (yellow). Dashed lines indicates
the wavelengths used in ratio-metric calculations; 500 nm (blue) and 619 nm (red).
Actual data can be found in the place provided in Table D.7.
Figure B.2. A619/500 ratios for BTB at different pHs and correspondign fit of sigmoid.
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acidic and basic forms of the fluorophore are same. Thus the change in the emission
ratio can only be a function of pH of the dye [66].
In emission experiments, we used Fluorescein as the pH sensitive dye. Similar to
BTB, Fluorescein has an isosbestic point in its absorption spectra [31] at 460 nm and
this was chosen to be the excitation wavelength. On the other hand, it doesn’t have
a isosbestic point in its emission spectra. Thus the fitting parameter γ in Eq. B.22,
should not be understood as the -pKa value of the dye.
Secondly, Fluorescein has three reported pKa values of pKa1 = 2.1, pKa2 = 4.3,
and pKa3 = 6.4 [155, 31]. In other words, depending on the ambient pH of the sol-
vent the dissociation of the dye can produce its cation, neutral form, monoanion and
dianion. Among which, dianion has the largest emission efficiency (equivalently rela-
tive quantum yield as a result of excitation at isosbestic point) of approximately 0.9.
Next largest one is the anion of quantum yield approximately 0.4 [155]. Given that
its neutral form also has a similar quantum yield to its monoanion, upon excitation
at absorption isosbestic point, its emission spectra is not expected to change when
the pH is lower than 5.3. This is why, Fluorescein is commonly considered as an
indicator at near-neutral pH values meaning that it is an efficient indicator between
approximately pH 5.3 and 7.4 [66].
It is also important to point out that Fluorescein doesn’t have two distinct peaks
corresponding to its monoanion and dianion forms, in its emission spectra. Rather,
its monoanion has an emission maxima at 510 nm and a shoulder around 550 nm,
and its dianion has an emission maxima at 515 nm [31]. Therefore we preferred to
use the emission ratios of 514 nm and 550 nm for pH sensing.
Similar to calibration of BTB for Fluorescein, we first did a series of calibration
measurements. This was done by dissolving 10 nM dye in a buffer solution of 20 mM
Tris and 200 mM NaCl at different pH. Emission measurements were done using a
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UV/Vis spectrophotometer described in 2.2.4. Results of emission measurements are
shown in Fig. B.3.
Figure B.3. Fluorescein emission in different pH buffers for calibration; 2.8 (blue),
3.7 (green), 4.6 (red), 5.4 (cyan), 6.3 (magenta), 7.2 (yellow), and 8.0 (black). Dashed
lines indicates the wavelengths used in ratio-metric calculations; 514 nm (blue) and
550 nm (red). Actual data can be found in the place provided in Table D.8.
Eq. B.22 was then fitted to measured emission ratios E514/550 found through the
calibration experiments. Resultant sigmoid curve of fitting is shown in Fig. B.4.
Fitting parameters were found to be; α = 1.10 (0.05), β = 1.66 (0.05), and γ = 5.99
(0.06). To further test our calibration, we used the reported pKa value of Fluorescein
between monoanion and dianion forms to recover ratio of emission efficiencies or
equivalently quantum yields. Using the definition γ = log( HA(λ2)
A− (λ2)
) + pKa, and the
exact values for quantum yields (0.93 for dianion, 0.37 for monoanion[155]), we found
that the our calibration result for the ratio of quantum yields (0.39 (0.1)) was in
agreement with the reported literature value (0.40).
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SINGLE-MOLECULE STUDIES WITHIN SUB-MICRON
SIZE DROPLETS
C.1 Confocal Imaging of Large Droplets
Confocal scanning images of large (micron) droplets show no evidence that the
RNA used in this study is sequestered at the water-perfluorinate interface, as demon-
strated in Fig. C.1. In this figure, the 16 base-pair duplex RNA labeled with Cy3
at a 5’ termini (identical to that used for donor-only measurements in the text) was
prepared at 16.7 µM in 20 mM Tris buffer with 200 nM NaCl . Droplets were created
by adding 2 uL of RNA sample into 200 uL perfluorinated oil and surfactant solution
as described earlier in the text. Sample is shaken 1 to 2 minutes , resulting in much
larger droplets suitable for investigation by confocal scanning. Droplets were imaged
at or very near to a glass boundary; the confocal image and corresponding line plot
are centered at least one micron above a coverslip.
C.2 Burst Detection
A simple Bayesian model was constructed to separate photons originating from
molecular fluorescence and those originating from background processes. Starting
with the assumption of two Poisson processes, we assigned initial rates λBurst and
λBG associated with each. Rather than considering directly the probability that the
ith photon originates from either background or burst, we consider first that fast
fluctuations between the two states are unphysical; a single ”burst” photon between
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Figure C.1. Confocal scanning image of very large droplet in FC-40, as described
above.
long stretches of background photons, and the opposite, should be avoided. We

















the ith photon is assigned to a burst if S < R, where S is a random number uniformly
distributed on the interval 0 to 1. The weights wBurst and wBG are initially set equal to
1, and after the first iteration are calculated from the sample. This process converges
by approximately 20 iterations for most data sets.
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C.3 Photon Counting Histogram Analysis
In this work we have applied the photon counting histogram (PCH) method orig-
inally developed by Chen et al.[21] and later updated by Huang et al.[76]. This
method provides a purely statistical analysis to find the molecular brightness and
average number of molecules in the excitation volume for multiple species in a flu-
orescence fluctuation spectroscopy experiment. The data are binned in short time
intervals and the resulting histogram of the number of photons in a bin is fit to a
super-poissonian distribution. The model assumes an observation volume profile and
for a one-photon excitation experiment a three dimensional gaussian is usually used.
An extension of this introduces fitting parameters that describe the deviation of the
detection volume from that of a three dimensional Gaussian and then taking a series
expansion of the model to apply it. This is the approach developed by Huang et al.
[76] and used to produce the fits in Fig. 2 of the text.
The data were modeled using a cylindrically symmetric three-dimensional Guas-
sian with a waist of 260 nm and aspect ratio of 9:1, as suggested by a calibration of
the instrument using FCS. We choose the arbitrary parameter[76] Q = 6 and used a
bin time of 200 µs. The model has 2 fitting parameters, brightness,  and molecular
concentration, 〈n〉, for each species. All of the fits used a second order correction to
the Gaussian detection volume, thereby adding two more fitting parameters F1 and
F2. The parameter F1, called the out-of-focus emission ratio, gives the ratio of the
photons detected in the non-Gaussian part of the beam to the Gaussian part. When
F1 is large it becomes necessary to use a second parameter F2 which increases the
probability that a molecule in the non-gaussian part of the beam contributes two
photons instead of just one.
When fitting the droplet and pH 4 solution data it was found that a fit with one
or two species did not work well. Such fits resulted in a large χ2, and/or non-random
residuals and/or very large standard errors on some of the fit parameters. A model
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sample 〈n1〉 1 〈n2〉 2 〈n3〉 3 F1 F2
FC40 0.0409(5) 2.45(37) 0.0189(12) 9.19(55) 0.0035(14) 15.2(1.1) 1.27(7) 0.012(3)
FC770 0.0532(21) 3.32(29) 0.0217(21) 8.41(37) 0.0013( 3) 17.9(1.0) 1.45(4) 0.022(2)
pH 4 0.083(12) 1.11(69) 0.056(28) 3.24(62) 0.0064(13) 9.22(48) 1.38(fixed) 0.0258(5)
pH 7 0.18(11) 2.7( 7) 0.0055(18) 6.5(5) – – 1.38(4) 0.048(4)
Table C.1. PCH fit parameters of the data in Fig. 3.2. Uncertainties are given in
parentheses and represent the error on the last digits.
with three species gave values of χ2 per degree of freedom near one in all cases. The
pH 7 solution data were fit to two species. Fits to one species were unsatisfactory
with large χ2 or residuals, and attempts to add a species gave meaningless results for
the third species. We chose to fix the parameter F1 for pH 4 solution data to the
same value found for the pH 7 data since this is a shape parameter that should be
nominally the same for all solution data; small differences in alignment or index of
refraction at low pH might account for the small change in F2 that was required for a
good fit. For droplet data we found it necessary to let the shape parameters vary to
obtain good fits: It is reasonable to assume that the different indices of the oils and
presence of the droplet may alter the shape of the detection volume. The final values
of the shape parameters were only slightly different from those found in solution.
C.4 Proximity Histograms and Fit results
Proximity ratio histograms were fit to the probability density function of up to
three beta distributions, representing the donor-only peak and up to two distinct
FRET peaks:







The normalization constant is the beta function B(α, β) = Γ(α)Γ(β)/Γ(α+ β). Each
data bin was assigned to a specific peak i using Gibbs sampling. The donor-only peak
was removed from the figures to simplify the comparison between the FRET peaks:
the remaining amplitudes Ai were renormalized to exclude the donor-only peak.
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For completeness, we include here the proximity ratio histograms of RNA confined
to droplets in FC-77, evaluated at three different thresholds Nth, and taken under
conditions otherwise identical to Fig. 3 and Fig. 5(c). The data in Fig. C.2 are
distinct from those of Fig. 5(c) in the text; in particular the peak amplitudes are
different, and the higher FRET peak also appears to be slightly shifted.
Figure C.2. Proximity histograms from single RNA molecules confined to freely-
diffusing aqueous droplets in FC-77. Photon bin time is 2 ms. The three panels
represent the same data but with different thresholds for inclusion in the histogram:
(a) Nth > 25, (b) Nth > 50, and (c) Nth > 75. The data are fit with beta functions;
fit parameters are given in Table C.2.
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threshold A α β 〈P 〉 σf σs bins 〈N〉
25 0.471 32.60 11.91 0.732 0.066 0.0673 5373 53.99
0.529 5.08 1.39 0.786 0.150 0.0633 5911 54.98
50 0.548 42.39 15.19 0.736 0.058 0.0518 2603 78.96
0.452 5.13 1.18 0.813 0.144 0.0457 2099 87.58
75 0.615 45.69 16.43 0.736 0.056 0.0447 1332 101.73
0.385 6.37 1.00 0.864 0.118 0.0365 865 117.62
Table C.2. Fit parameters for data of Fig. C.2.
threshold A α β 〈P 〉 σf σs bins 〈N〉
25 0.357 30.80 10.55 0.745 0.067 0.0659 1037 59.49
0.643 4.17 1.47 0.739 0.170 0.0676 1805 56.19
50 0.496 31.25 10.52 0.748 0.066 0.0485 589 93.03
0.504 5.93 1.62 0.786 0.140 0.0472 579 87.78
75 0.559 38.72 12.36 0.758 0.059 0.0412 335 117.21
0.441 7.79 1.86 0.808 0.121 0.0379 287 116.85
Table C.3. Fit parameters for the data of Fig. 3.3 in the text.
pH threshold A α β 〈P 〉 σf σs bins 〈N〉
7 25 0.460 10.92 4.65 0.701 0.112 0.0855 622 29.23
0.540 16.45 10.73 0.605 0.092 0.0922 686 28.70
6 25 1.000 7.44 2.43 0.754 0.131 0.0745 2379 36.03
4 25 1.000 7.58 2.64 0.741 0.131 0.0759 1272 35.71
Table C.4. Fit parameters for the data of Fig. 3.4 in the text.
threshold A α β 〈P 〉 σf σs bins 〈N〉
25 0.780 7.68 2.79 0.734 0.130 0.0764 999 35.80
0.220 7.76 2.32 0.770 0.126 0.0731 268 35.48
75 0.635 37.29 12.25 0.753 0.061 0.0417 381 116.33
0.365 9.62 1.89 0.836 0.105 0.0371 246 115.13
75 0.767 35.86 12.76 0.738 0.062 0.0447 1657 105.97
0.233 18.79 1.49 0.927 0.057 0.0260 527 112.48
Table C.5. Fit parameters for the data of Fig. 3.5 in the text.
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Figure C.3. Proximity histograms from single RNA molecules confined to freely-
diffusing aqueous droplets in FC-40. Here 20 mM NaOH has been added just before
droplet formation. Photon bin time is 2 ms. The three panels represent the same
data but with different thresholds for inclusion in the histogram: (a) Nth > 25, (b)
Nth > 50, and (c) Nth > 75. The data are fit with beta functions; fit parameters in
Table C.6.
threshold A α β 〈P 〉 σf σs bins 〈N〉
25 0.432 26.48 8.75 0.752 0.072 0.0663 1377 52.66
0.568 4.93 1.46 0.771 0.154 0.0653 1703 51.43
50 0.560 29.84 9.84 0.752 0.068 0.0506 692 79.35
0.440 5.78 1.33 0.812 0.137 0.0458 507 78.88
75 0.469 7.19 1.49 0.829 0.121 0.0380 274 102.41
0.531 40.06 13.45 0.749 0.059 0.0441 268 101.10
Table C.6. Fit parameters for the data shown in Fig. C.3.
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C.5 Derivation of Analytical Auto-correlation Function Model
for FCS
For a single fluorophore freely diffusing in solution with a known diffusivity (D),
an analytical expression of its auto-correlation function (ACF) can be derived by
assuming a Gaussian fluorescent detection profile [5]. Then the detected emission
intensity profile is given by; [50]







where E, Q, I0 are the collection efficiency of the optical system, quantum yield of
the fluorophore, and maximum excitation intensity in the focal plane correspondingly.
w0 is the radius of the 1/e
2 contour of detection profile in lateral direction and ω is
the aspect ratio or asymmetry parameter for the emission profile in axial direction.
Finally c(r, t) is the fluorophore concentration in the system.
Considering the fluctuations in the detection intensity so that I(r, t) = 〈I(r, t)〉+
δI(r, t), normalized correlation function is given by;
G(τ) =
〈I(r′ , t+ τ)I(r, t)〉
〈I(r, t)〉2 =
〈δI(r, 0)δI(r′ , t)〉+ 〈I〉2
〈I〉2 (C.6)
In a typical FCS experiment excitation and emission optics are kept fixed and so
the detection volume doesn’t have time dependence. Thus the solution of the Eq. C.6
only requires the a priori knowledge of time and space dependence of fluorescent
molecule concentration, c(r, t). In other words, one needs to find the Green function
for the system which eventually describes the relation between spatial coordinates
and the time [41]. Then the δ terms in Eq. C.6 can be rewritten as;
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)× g(r, r′ ; t, t′). (C.7)




) is the Green function which should be found by solving the
diffusion equation which is given by;
∂
∂t
δc(r, t) = D∇2δc(r, t) (C.8)
For a collection freely diffusing fluorophores, Eq. C.8 can be considered as an







[4D(t′ − t)]3/2 exp[−
(r
′ − r)2
4D(t′ − t) ] (C.9)
Gaussian form in Eq. C.9 can be simplified by changing time variables as t
′−t ≡ t.
Solution of Eq. C.7 after changing time variables and plugging in the new form of
Eq. C.9 [42], is given by Eq. 3.5 in the main text.
Although the procedure mentioned above requires the consideration of Eq. C.8 as
an IVP, it can equivalently be considered as a boundary value problem (BVP). For
the solution of BVP, one should treat the boundaries as they are at infinity. In BVP
procedure, solution of diffusion equation turns into a separable form which allows the
application of separation of variables technique on spatial part of Eq. C.8. Because
the problem is actually a second order differential equation in spatial coordinates,
BVP method provides Fourier series expansion of the solution which may consists of
both real and imaginary exponential forms.
Aqueous droplets in our experiments can be considered spherical boundaries for
the diffusion of fluorescent molecules within them. When there is a spherical bound-
ary, Eq. C.8 can be re-written in spherical coordinates which provides periodic solu-
tions in azimuthal and polar directions by the symmetry [16, 173]. After elimination
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of angular components using the symmetry, the remaining radial part of the differen-
tial equation can be further reduced by separating the time component of the solution
from space component c(r, t) = c(r) exp(−λt) and it is given by;








After some mathematical manipulations, one can find a Fourier series representa-
tion of the solution of Eq. C.10. The series solution without specifying the constants,








Plugging Eq. C.11 into Eq. C.7 produces an integral equation which can not be
solved by standard methods, as oppose to free diffusion case. This can easily be
recognized by considering the solution in radial direction which does not allow one to
calculate independent integrals in spatial coordinates.
Consequently, there is no available analytical form representing the ACF of diffus-
ing fluorophores within aqueous droplets regardless of whether droplet are stationary
in space (optically trapped) or not. To overcome this problem, we simulated the
droplet system. We used the ACF we found from our simulations as numerical func-
tional form. Then by changing the simulation parameters we fit this numeric model to
experimental data. Result of this fitting procedure is shown in main text (Fig. 3.7).
Location of all the data from simulation results as well as the codes used in the
simulations are provided in Table D.10.
Here the simulation data did not only served us as a numeric functional form for
ACF of droplet FCS data, it also provided us information on the source of multiple
correlation times observed in experimental ACF. More specifically, by simulating the
droplet FCS for case of single size droplets, we observed that the short correlation
time in FCS can be attributed to diffusion of the molecule within a droplet whereas
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the long one most likely corresponds to the diffusion of droplet itself. Also, in the
case of a distribution of droplet sizes this long time scale is dictated by the most
frequently observed droplet sizes or equivalently the diffusion time corresponding to
the Mode of the size distribution (data not shown). For the completeness of the story,
a comparison of ACFs from different but unique size droplets are shown in Fig. C.4.
Figure C.4. Scaled synthetic ACFs for different droplet sizes; r=40 nm (blue), r=80
nm (green), r=120 nm (red), r=160 nm (cyan).
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APPENDIX D
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR USED DATA IN
FIGURES AND TABLES
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 3 3/
Name in Text File Name Date
Sample 1 sample1.txt June 12, 2013
Sample 2 sample3.txt June 12, 2013
Sample 3 sample6.txt June 12, 2013
Sample 4 FC40 pH75 200NaCl 1.txt June 21, 2013
Table D.1. Storage place for raw data used in Fig. 2.3 and in Table 2.1 of main
text. Here the data files consist of three columns. First column is showing the droplet
sizes. The second is showing the percent intensities of each size. The last column is
for the cumulative intensities for each size.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 3 4/
Name in Text File Name (Sample Index) Date
Sample 1 Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt (2, 3) June 1, 2013
Sample 2 FC40.txt (23, 24) August 21, 2013
Table D.2. Storage place for raw data used in Fig. 2.4 and in Table 2.2 of main text.
Data structure in the files are explained in Sec. D.1.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 3 6/
Name in Text File Name (Sample Index) Date
t (min): 0 Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt (2, 3) June 1, 2013
t (min): 10 Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt (8, 9) June 1, 2013
t (min): 20 Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt (20, 21) June 1, 2013
t (min): 30 Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt (26, 27) June 1, 2013
Table D.3. Storage place for raw data used in Fig. 2.6 and in Table 2.3 of main text.
Data structure in the files are explained in Sec. D.1.
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Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 3 7/
Name in Text File Name (Sample Index) Date
Sample 1 FC40.txt (1, 2, 3) August 30, 2013
50 mM NaOH FC40.txt (12, 13, 14) August 30, 2013
100 mM NaOH FC40.txt (9, 10, 11) August 30, 2013
Table D.4. Storage place for raw data used in Fig. 2.7 (Sample 1) of main text.
Storage place for other BTB data here is provided for consistency. Data structure in
the files are explained in Sec. D.1.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 3 8/
Name in Text File Name Date
0 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 0mMNaOH Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
1 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 1mMNaOH Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
5 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 5mMNaOH Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
20 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 20mMNaOH FC40 Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
50 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 50mMNaOH Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
100 mM NaOH Droplets 10uM 1000mMNaOH Corr1.dat November 6, 2013
Table D.5. Storage place for raw data used in Fig. 2.8 and in Table 2.4 of main text.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Reference Data/Q ext/
Name in Text File Name Date
Q ext droplet reference in FC40 fc40 reference data.txt May 25, 2013
Q ext droplet reference in FC77 fc77 reference data.txt May 25, 2013
Q ext bead reference in water polystyrene reference data.txt May 25, 2013
Table D.6. Storage place for reference data lookup table used Mie scattering calcu-
lations.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Reference Data/BTB Calibration/
Name in Text File Name (Sample Index) Date
pH 5.8 Bromothymol pH Series.txt (1) January 29, 2013
pH 6.3 Bromothymol pH Series.txt (2) January 29, 2013
pH 6.8 Bromothymol pH Series.txt (3) January 29, 2013
pH 7.2 Bromothymol pH Series.txt (4) January 29, 2013
pH 0.9 Indicators Low High pH.txt (1) August 31, 2013
pH 13.6 Indicators Low High pH.txt (2) August 31, 2013
Table D.7. Storage place for BTB calibration data. Data structure in the files are
explained in Sec. D.1.
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Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Reference Data/Fluorescein Calibration/
Name in Text File Name Date
pH 2.8 pH2 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 3.7 pH3 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 4.6 pH4 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 5.4 pH5 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 6.3 pH6 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 7.2 pH7 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
pH 8.0 pH78 10nM Corr1.dat November 2, 2013
Table D.8. Storage place for Fluorescein calibration data.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data on Instruments/Peker/
Experiment Type Folder Name Original File Location
DLS DLS Conte Building, Room B 564
DLS DLS Malvern Goessmann Lab, Room 144
UV Vis Absorption UV Vis Hasbrouck Lab, Room 310
Fluorescent Emission Fluorometer Hasbrouck Lab, Room 314
Table D.9. Storage place for remaining data taken on droplets, dyes, and other
chemicals used in text. Here all the data has two copies one on the machine next to
instrument and the other on the specified location in Table. Only exception is the
DLS data taken on Malvern instrument. There is only one copy of this data and it is
placed to specified location in Table.
Computer : goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu
Simulation Data Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 4 7/Simulation Data/mu 4 88 sigma 0 2/
Experiment Data Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Data in Figures and Tables/Figure 4 7/Experimental Data/
Rest of Simulations Data Location : /home/lab/data/peker/Peker Thesis Data/Simulation Data/Constrained Diffusion/
Table D.10. Storage place for simulation data shown in Fig. 3.7 and the rest of the
simulations.
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D.1 Data File Structures
Contents of a typical absorbance experiment data file is shown in Code D.1. For
each experiment, the first line (here line 1) has the information about experiment
date and company name. Every measurement is marked with a 3 columns of identi-
fication information (here lines 4 and 23). These are the type of the measurement (“
Wavelength Scanning”), date of the measurement (as “ 1/6/2013”), and the time of
the measurement (as “19:01” and “19:26” for different measurements). Following the
identification information, information for starting wavelength (here lines 6 and 25),
end wavelength (here lines 7 and 26), and the measurement speed is provided (here
lines 8 and 27). Then, measurement name (as Sample number) is given (here lines
10 and 29). Similarly, the data indices provided in Tables D.2, D.3, D.4, and D.7 all
corresponds to these Sample numbers. Moreover, the data provided with multiple
indices/Sample numbers in these tables should be understood as the average data out
of given indices data. For example, in Table D.2, Sample 1 has two Sample indices
as 2 and 3. This means, this data is actually the average of Sample 2 and Sample
3 in Empty 200mM Droplets New.txt. It is also important to note that before each
experiment first the background measurements were done. But this information was
directly used by the instrument and not kept in data files.
Code D.1. Example absorbance data
1 1−Jun−13 Biochrom Ltd . 20 : 05 : 22
2
3 0
4 Wavelength Scanning 1/6/2013 19 :01
5
6 Star t wavelength 400
















23 Wavelength Scanning 1/6/2013 19 :26
24
25 Star t wavelength 400






31 400 0 .46
32 401 0 .457
33 402 0 .455
34 403 0 .453
35 404 0 .45
36 405 0 .447
37 406 0 .445
38 . . . . . .
39 849 0 .079
40 850 0 .077
41 0
D.2 A Mini “HowTo” for Calculation of Qext Values
A compiled and ready to use version of Mie scattering calculation code is provided
on the PC goldnerlab.physics.umass.edu, in the location given in Table D.6. An
executable file as well as the remaining necessary files for calculations is stored in the
folder Mie-2-3-3.
To create Qext values for a collection of spherical particles, the given Python code
fragment D.2 can be run as following; first the code needs to be saved as a Python
script within the folder which has the executable file mentioned above. Then, the
material properties for the system of interest should be provided to Python code. An
example for this is shown between the lines 23-36 in example Python code (Code. D.2).
Finally, after turning on the line 65, the script can be run in a shell environment using
the command “nohup /usr/bin/python pythonscriptname.py &”. Here the “nohup”
and “&” are necessary for running the script in background without any interruption,
because (despite it does multi-threading) calculation is intense and takes a long time
to finish (up to a day).
Code D.2. Python code for generating Qext values
1 # −∗− coding : utf−8 −∗−
2 import numpy as np
3 import matp lo t l ib . pyplot as p l t
4 from sc ipy import ∗
5 from numpy import ∗
6 from sc ipy import s t a t s
7 from sc ipy . opt imize import l e a s t sq , rosen , rosen der , fm i n l b f g s b
8 from photon too l s import t imetag par se as ttp
9 from sc ipy import l i n a l g as LA
10 from datetime import datet ime
11 from sc ipy import s p e c i a l as spec
12 import sys , s t r i ng , os
13 import subprocess
14 from sc ipy . i n t e r p o l a t e import interp1d
15 import lm f i t
16 import mu l t i p roc e s s i ng . pool
17 import t emp f i l e




21 np . s e t e r r ( a l l =’ ignore ’ )
22
23 index cont inuous = 1.29
24 index d ipe r s ed = 1.33
25 names = np . arange ( 4 0 0 . , 8 5 1 . )
26 lambd = names / 1000 .
27 num wavelenghts = 450
28 tot wate r = 1 . #in uL
29 start lambda = 400 .
30 stop lambda = 850 .
31 executab l e = ” ./mie”
32 rad iu s 0 = 50 .
33 r increment = 5
34 num weights = 80
35 rad ius = np . l i n s pa c e ( 10 . , 1 000 . , 9 91 )
36 radius um = rad ius / 1000 .
37
38
39 # Use below func t i on s i f you need to generate r e f e r e n c e data ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
40 #−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
41 pool = mul t i p ro c e s s i ng . pool . ThreadPool (16)
42 de f compute mie2 ( dens i ty , radius , lambd ) :
43 f = temp f i l e . NamedTemporaryFile ( )
44 v = l o c a l s ( )
45 v . update ( g l oba l s ( ) )
46 full command = ’{ exe} −d {dens} −m { i ndex c } \
47 −n { index d} −r { rad ius } − l { lambd} −o { fname } ’ . format ( \
48 exe=executable , dens=dens ity , rad ius=radius , lambd=lambd , \
49 index c=index cont inuous , index d=index d iper sed , fname=f . name)
50 os . system ( full command )
51
52 search = ”grep ’Qext ’ %s | awk ’{ pr in t $3 } ’” % f . name
53 Qext = f l o a t ( subprocess . check output ( search , s h e l l=True ) ) # Ext inct ion e f f i c i e n c y
54 return ( 3 . / ( 4 .∗ rad ius ) ) ∗ Qext # Absorption without dens i ty accord ing to paper o f
55 # M. D. Lechner
56
57 de f compute mie ( dens i ty , radius , lambd ) :
58 Qext = np . z e ro s ( ( l en ( rad ius ) , l en ( lambd ) ) )
59 r e s u l t s = pool .map( lambda ( i , j ) : ( ( i , j ) , compute mie2 ( dens i ty , rad iu s [ i ] , lambd [ j ] ) ) ,
60 [ ( i , j ) f o r i in range ( l en ( rad ius ) ) f o r j in range ( l en ( lambd ) ) ] )
61 f o r ( ( i , j ) , v ) in r e s u l t s :
62 Qext [ i ] [ j ] = v
63 return Qext
64
65 #Qext = compute mie ( 1 . 0 , radius um , lambd /1000 . ) # Turn t h i s l i n e on f o r r e f e r e n c e data
66 # ca l c u l a t i o n
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